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ABSTRACT 

This study is concerned with the question of:   (1)   The feasibility of inject- 
ing 1-Mev electrons Into the geomagnetic field from a satellite-borne electron 

accelerator,  (2) ehe types of geomagnetic experiments which can be performed 

with the injected electron beam, and (3) the import of the experiments. 

In summary,  the results of the study are as follows:   (1)   A satellite will 

require a payload capability of about 1, 000 pounds in order to carry an elec- 

tron accelerator with the desired characteristics.    (2)   Two different types of 

accelerators are required,  each for specific experiments.    There are com- 

mercial accelerators which would be suitable for the injection experiments. 

One is a 1-Mev pulsed accelerator,   100 amps for 4 x 10      sec with a repeti- 

tion rate of about one per second.    The other is a 1-Mev d-c    accelerator with 

an output current of 10      amps.    (3)   The electron injection and trapping will 

not be seriously affected by either satellite charging or the diamagnetic field 

of the injected electrons.    (4)   At altitudes greater than about four earth radii, 

magnetic shells can be filled with trapped electrons,  and their trapping life- 

time can be subsequently measured.    (5)   The bounce time of trapped electrons 

can be measured to an accuracy of better than 1 percent.    (6)   The geographic 

position of magnetic conjugate points can be measured, but the accuracy of 

the measurements is dependent on the type of radar system employed in the 

experiment.    WUh either aircraft-borne radar or a complex ground radar 

system,  it should be possible to measure the position to conjugate point to 
within 10 km. 
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EXPLANATION OF UNITS 

Throughout this report, the mks system of units has been used.   In a few cases, for 

the purpose of conventionality, numerical values of quantities are listed in cgs units. 

When these quantities appear in equations, however, the mks values are to be used. 

A possible source of confusion is the assignment of two magnetic moments.   One, 

designated as m   , is the moment of a permanent-magnet dipole and has units of 

webers-meter.   The other, designated as M , is the moment of a current loop and 
2 

has units of ampere-meter .   The two moments are related by the equation 

m  = M0 M (1) 

where n    is the vacuum permeability. 

XUl 
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Section 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study Is to examine the feasibility of Introducing a measurable number 

of high energy electrons (the order of 1 Mev) Into the region of the earth's magnetic field 

above the significant atmosphere, and to determine the types of experiments which can be 

performed using these electrons as a rejearch tool.   The Argus experiment has demon- 

strated that It Is possible to Inject artificially electrons Into the earth's field.   This study, 

however. Is concerned with Injection mechanisms other than nuclear explosions and has 

been directed toward more precise experiments In which the position of Injection, the 

electron energy, the number of electrons, and the Injection pitch-angle can be controlled. 

The work Is divided Into four parts.   First, for the purpose of definition, a general 

description will be given of the facts known about the earth's magnetic field, the solar 

Interaction with the field, charged particle motion In the field, and the Van Allen belt. 

Second, a compilation of techniques for Injecting the electrons Into the field Is given with 

particular attention being given to a satellite-borne electron accelerator.   Third, an 

Investigation of the experiments which can be performed with the Injected electron beam 

Is reported relating the results of the experiments to the problems of current Interest In 

the fields of geomagnetism and the magnetic trapping of charged particles.   Finally, an 

examination is made of those problems which might limit the feasibility of electron injection 

involving the areas of satellite charging and the effect of the diamagnetic field associated 

with the injected current.   In each of the sections, the work is not intended to be ex- 

haustive, but rather a thorough study of the obvious problems and experiments.   As the 

program reaches fruition, a more intensive analysis will undoubtedly turn up other 

useful experiments and perhaps unforeseen problems. 

1-1 
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Section 2 

THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD* 

The gross features of the geomagnetic field are similar to those of a uniformly 

magncU/.ed sphere; this dlpole approximation to the field Is sufficiently accurate for 

most of the work In this study.   If the earth's field Is treated as that from a dlpole 

situated at the earth's center, the dlpole has a moment 

.17 1.13 X 10     weber-meter 

From Smythe (Ref. 1), a magnetic dlpole with moment m has the field components 

given below (see Fig. 2-1 for definition of coordinates). 

-y 

Fig. 2-1  Definition of the Coordinates of a 
Typical Field Line of a Magnetic Dipole 

*The material in this section and the following section   is taken in part from Satellite 
Environment Handbook (Ref. 3) 

2-1 
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Br 
- m 

2« 
sin C 

r3 

B* 
= -m 

At 
COS t 

r3 

B* 
n 0 

(2.1a) 

(2. lb) 

(2.1c) 

The magnitude of the field Is 

B = (B?+ B*+ ^Z2 = ?H (1 + 3 8i"2*)12        <2-2> 
A magnetic line of force has the equation 

r = r   cos2 * (2.3a) e 

<t> = constant (2.3b) 

when r    Is the distance from the dlpole to the point where the field line Intersects the 

equatorial plane (^ = 0) .   The total strength of the field along a given line of force 

Is, therefore, 

a/2 
B = m   1     U.3sln^/ {2A) _1_   (l -»■ 3 8in2^j 

47r    3 6  , r cos    ib e * 

The angle y   between a line of force and the radius vector is given by 

tan y = | cot I/I (2. 5) 

IT 
The inclination of the field la ■$ - y 
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In the next section, it will be necessary to have the expression for the radius of curvature 

of a field line 

kf ♦ '21 
3/2 

rc=      i r (2-6ft) 

r    = -| cos*   V + 3 »V'/ (2.6b) 
c       J (1 + sln^*) 

/ 2   V U + 3 sin   ill 

A better approximation to the geomagnetic field is obtained if the condition is dropped 
that the dipole is situated at the earth's center.   The best agreement (Ref. 2) with the 
real field is obtained if the dipole is shifted 436 km from the center towards the point 
15.60N. lat., 150.9*E. long.; the dipole is then tilted so that its axis intersects 
the earth's surface at the two points. 75.0°S. lat.. 120.4° E. long.. and 81.0° N. lat.. 
84.7° W. long.   With an eccentric, tilted dipole, it is sometimes necessary to differentiate 

between a geographic coordinate system  and a magnetic coordinate system.   The 

following notation will be used: 

Geographic coordinate system (spherical coordinate system with the origin at the earth's 

center and the Z-axiscollinearwith earth's spin axis). 

* = latitude, measured from the geographic equator 
0 = colatitude, measured from the earth's spin axis 
4 = longitude, measured from Greenwich 
R = radial distance, measured from the earth's center 

R„ =  radius of the earth, 6.37 x 10   m E 

R    =  radial distance In units of earth radii, measured from the earth's center 

2-3 
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magnotic coordinate system (spherical coordinate system with the origin at the earth's 
magnetic dlpole and the Z-axis colinear with the dlpole axis). 

^  ■ latitude, measured from the magnetic equator 

0 = colatitude. measured from the magnetic dlpole axis 

<P = longitude, usually measured from approximately 70o\V. geographic longi- 
tude; can be arbitrary, however 

r   = radial distance, measured from the dlpole center 

r   ■ radial distance in units of earth radii 

The conjugate points of a given field line in the simple case of a centered dlpole are 

defined as the two points which saUsfy 4'  - -*   .   In the displaced and Ulted system, 
the conjugate points are defined as the two points of intersection of a field line with the 
surface of the earth. 

If the parameters of the geomagnetic field, such as the conjugate points, must be known 

with precision.the dlpole model is inadequate.   A survey of the field over the earth's sur- 

face shows many irregularities. and, in places, these local anomalies may constitute an 

important fraction of the total field (Fig. 2-2).   Several workers (Ref. 3) have made 

spherical harmonic analyses of the earth's field using a large but finite number of terms 

to match the field at the surface of the earth.   As is to be expected, this analysis shows 

that the effects of the local anomalies fall off rapidly with increasing altitude; far above 

the earth's surface, the dlpole approximation is valid.   Vestine and Siblev (Ref. 4) have 

calculated the conjugate points for a number of lines using a 48-term harmonic analysis. 

Their results are shown in Fig. 2-3.   Conjugate points are indicated by pairs of dots; 
solid lines are the loci of the conjugate points. 

Thus far, we have considered a static geomagnetic field.   In reality, however, the direc- 

tion and magnitude of the field are constantly fluctuating.   The transient variations in the 

geomagnetic field arise mainly from interaction between the geomagnetic field and the 

ionized gas moving out from the sun.   This gas which flows radially outward is referred 

2-4 
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T »• «9>**w W* 0* W 40* M* «O» 

lOO* 120* 140' l«0' iBO* HO* 140* tto' lOO* 80* »0* 40* 20 20*        40* w*        eo" 

Fig. 2-3 Approximate Intersections of Lines of Force of the Geomagnetic Field 
With the Earth's Surface in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere. 
Conjugate points are indicated by dots. 
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to as the solar wind (Ref. 5).   The best direct evidence for the existence of a continu- 

ous solar wind comes from the comet-tail observations of Biermann (Ref. 6).   The 

solar wind will push into the geomagnetic field roughly to the point where the kinetic 

energy density of the solar wind is equal to the magnetic-field energy density.   By 

equating these two energy densities and assuming that the magnetic field strength is 

given by 

3 

&) 
B  = Bo TN (2.7) 

where 

Bo  » the field strength at the earth's surface 

Rp ■ the radius of the earth 

r    »the radial distance to the point where the field strength is B 

we obtain 

(2.8) 

where n  is the density of solar wind particles,   m  is their average mass, and  v the 

solar wind velocity.   Taking B    = 0.35 gauss (3.5   x lO-5 webers/m2),   n  = 3 x 107 

3 5 
protons (and electrons) per m , and v  = 3 x 10   m/sec for quiet solar conditions, we 

find that the solar wind will penetrate to  r  =7.7 R-.   During periods of solar activity, 
10        1 appropriate values for the solar wind may be as high as  n  =  10     m      and 

6     . 
v   =  1.5 x  10   m/sec, leading to a value  r  = 1.7 R^.   The solar wind blowing 

against the geomagnetic field will probably distort the field into the shape shown in 

Fig. 2-4 (Ref. 7).   The front surface is determined by the impact pressure of the solar 

wind while the long  "tail" is closed by the pressure of the transverse thermal motion 
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B2 
of the solar wind particles.   In all cases, the plasma pressure is equal to 5—  at the 

^o 
interface.   Clearly, in the region of high-altitude   satellite orbits, such a distorted 
field will lead to large diurnal effects. 

Sudden increases in the solar wind pressure lead to the phenomenon of magnetic storms. 
The impact of the strengthened solar wind increases the distortion of the geomagnetic 
field, generates hydromagnetic waves which propagate to the lower ionosphere, and 
injects charged particles into regions where they become magnetically trapped.   It is 
these two major magnetic transients, the diurnal effect and the magnetic storm, which 
can be studied with artificially injected electron currents. 
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Section 3 

CHARGED PARTICLES IN THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 

3.1   MOTION OF A CHARGED PARTICLE TRAPPED IN THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 

Because of interest in the effect of the geomagnetic field on primary cosmic rays 

approaching the earth, the problem of charged-particle motion in a magnetic dipolo 

field has been studied quite thoroughly by Störmer (Ref. 8) and Alfve'n (Ref. 9).   In 

solving for the parUcle orbits, a class of solutions was found In which the particles 

are magnetically "trapped."  These solutions were considered to be of academic 

interest only because no external source, such as cosmic rays, can inject particles 

into trapped orbits.   The discovery of the Van Allen belt made up of trapped electrons 

and protons has brought renewed interest to the analysis of trapped, charged-particle 

dynamics in the earth's field.   A complete description of trapped particle motion would 

entail numerical solutions of the equations of motion.   However, a good appro>dmation 

to the exact motion can be obtained by making use of quantities which are nearly con 
served-the adiabatic invariants of motion. 

A particle trapped in a dipole field executes three principal motions: 

(1)   A particle moves in a circle of radius  ac   = p /(ZeB) with an angular fre- 

quency  w    _   Ze B( 
(T + mc2) 

where 

m    = the mass of the particle 

T    = its kinetic energy 

p^   = its component of momentum perpendicular to the local magnetic field 
direction 

3-1 
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c     = the velocity of light 

55c = the particle charge 

B    = the magnitude of the local magnetic field 

For Van Allen radlaUon particles.   ac« r . where  r is the distance to the 

center of the earth from the magnetic field line about which the particle Is 

splrallng.   This circular motion is properly called cyclotron motion; 

ac  is the cyclotron radius and ^  is the cyclotron frequency.   The center 
of the circle Is called the particle's guiding center. 

(2)  The guiding center of a particle whose velocity vector makes an angle a 

(the pitch angle) with the magnetic field direction at a position where the 

field strength is B  moves nearly along the field line to a position where the 

field strength is  Bm  = B/sin2 a .   The position at which  B  = B     Is 

called the mirror point, and a particle reaching this point will be reflected 

back along the field line.   Thus, a particle which Is trapped in the geomagnetic 

field, besides execuUng small scale cyclotron motion, moves very nearly 

along a field line and bounces back and forth between northern and southern 
hemisphere mirror points. 

(3)   As a trapped particle bounces back and ford, between mirror points, its 

guiding center slowly drifts in longitude, positively charged particles drift 

westward, and negatively charged particles drift eastward. 

There are three invariants which describe the motion of a charged particle trapped in 

a static magnetic field.   Each of the invariants will be described briefly as they relate to 

the Van Allen radiation belt.   For a more detailed discussion with many references to 

previous work on this subject, see Northrup and Teller (Ref. 10).   The three invariants 
are as follows: 

(1)   The first invariant is the magnetic moment invariant.   The magnetic moment 

of a charged particle in a magnetic field is given by 
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M = ^[oM/BfT. mc2,j .   Asl„ngaStt,epa,tlcIomoUo„,.„(|,io|d 
conf^^.^ m .„„,, ^ ^ ^^^ f|e|d ^^ 

ellghlly ovor U» dlsmnc. .ho partlde moves i„ o„o oyuotroo porlod. U,o 
—omomootwinromo.oo»^^,,.,., p2/B ls a ^.„^ „,„„ 

mouon.   (T roinains oonslanl In a static magnoUo flold.) 

l2) uTvr;dTrr:i:tr :17ra,,nvar,ant- —-~ s        y o      J" v,, dl , whoro v „  Is the componont of tho parUele 

voloolty parallo! to tho .ooaJ magootlo flold,  dl  Is .ho elomea, otloagth 
«long tho i,„e otforce, and ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 

TU. Wlan. of the mCon plaoes an adduiona, conslraln. on the motion of 
s trapped partlolo.   K a tapped partlple drlfu In the geomsgnette field so 

thst M and J are eonstant, the partlolo must drift In such a Way thatu 
ovoatuaHy roU.rns to tt, same field line from «hloh 1. started.   The con- 

stanoyof „ only „„„.res fta. Bm be constanl; the additional constancy 
of J roqules that the particle drift along a well defined Integral Invariant 
surface.   One of the useful and instrucllve resulte of the Integral Invariant 
calculations Is shown m nS. 3-:.   ,„ thia flgure. the lntegral lnvarlanl 

calculations of Jensen et al.. (Ref. U) are used to Indicate some psths or 
rsoes dcscrlbed by ^ „,.„„ ^ o£ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

(3)   The third Invariant Is the flux Invariant.   The flux Invarlnnt Is simply the 

conservation of magnette flux Inside the Integral Invariant surface defined In 
the paragraph above. 

*  = / B 
s 

ds 

UZ fl8 an element 0£ area-The lntegral ls evaluated ™ ->■ *"*** Joining the magnetic equator of the earth to the Integral Invariant surface.   The 
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constancy of  * requires thai. If the geomagnetic Hold wore slowly to 

contract or expand (as happen« during some phases of geomagnetic storms), 

•he Integral Invariant surfaeo must change Its slse accordingly so thai * 

I« conserved.   During this process.   M and J also remain constant    An 

alternate way of stating the flux Invariant Is to say that the drifting particle 
follows slow movements of the magnetic field. 

^„,.,,„.,,..„0^.1«, .„ .«to, .«,...» „re „os.gned .o „,oa6„r<, s„mc or lho ,„,... „„, 

....*.,,. wUh t,ap|Wd electron ■no.i«,,.   mth m, ,„ „„„d, Wo »111 oxanWno ■„ ,„„„. 
dcu.ii *,„„„ „r ,„„ fraturos „, tl,e lrai)|)0(| parUclc moi|ori ^^^ ^^ 

3.1.1   Uounce Time 

11.e ..„.e for a particle to „eve rrom oae mirror polat Co the coaJug.te mirror polat. 
and llun rclurn. Is called the bounce time. 

TB"' / vll (3.1) 

in this inlegral. dl Is measured along a Held line. L Is the distance from the magnetic 

ec, «.or to the mirror point, and v,, Is the component of the particle's velocity parallel 
to Hi'  local magnetic field. 

V( j   = v cos a 

From the conservation of the magnetic moment 

(3.2) 

V||   = v  (1 - E/B    ) m' 
1/2 

(3.3) 

L 
I 
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DB 
If öt   = 0 .   then  v  is constant and the bounce time In a pure dlpole field is given by 

C\ 
4 •*        /■111 9       i/o 

B v     -{,      "'      ,.    '   /.' .1/2       
(1-B/B) m' 

TTT^— O.'«) 

B/B     -  a^sin2^1/2 C086 ^m 

C08% (1 I 3 sin2 *   )*'* (3-5) 

where  ^  is the latitude of the mirror point (magnetic coordinates are used throughout), 
and  re   identifies the particular line of force being considered.   The integrand In 

Eq. (3.4) is singular at * = ^ ;    however, the singularity Is Integrable.   The Integra- 

tion has been performed numerically over most of the range of  „,.   and In the vicinity 

of *m  an approximate expression has been Integrated analytically. 

4r 
TB  "T^ S^m> (3.6) 

1'm can be related to the pitch angle at the equator    a       bv 
e       J 

6 
o COS     ill 

sin   a    =   m 

e       (l + 3sin2
0   )1/2 (3-7) 

^m7 

Figure 3-2 shows  S^)  as a function of sin ^ .   The striking feature is the constancy 

of S .   For rough calculations,the bounce time can be approximated by 

4 r 

B v (3.8) 

Putting  re   into units of earth radii, and taking  v  equal to the velocity of light, the 
bounce for a high energy electron is 

TB   «  (8.5 xl0-2)?esec (3.9)    , 
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rrrr: ^ °,°ci"m bo,,°c,, "mes han ^ * ^^ ^ ^ »• - - 
3.1.2  Longitudinal Drift Time 

r    =    1     /i   2       2\ D      V^c^^    +V"j (3.10) 

w    's ^e particle's cyclotron angular frequency   and  r    i0 »K      ^ 
neW «ne.   X. rate ., chMge of ^ pan^Ä ^ rZ" CUrV8'Ure "'" 

^ =     VD 
dt        r cos v' (3.11) 

The average value of ^ over one bounce time Is 

TB  4 V,, ^2^ (3.12a) ( 

1 

^ =        6P              f"1 ,      ^ + sin%) (2 - B/B   ) cos3,/, 
dt        T    er   R— /      4$ 1 m 

m 

where p is the electron's momentum inH  n    ic fu ..   . T 
•he «^ at the pol„t r = ^ .^ "^^«-e ^..„„e o, «.e magt,e«o „eU „„ ] 

I 
D      d^ (3.13a) 

dt 
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j 2 /      d^     SSULfl ^3Bln2^}1/2 

T    » i2      e   e    Jo l* - B/Bm) 
'D-¥ 

!■,          '\A   (^..a'»)(2-B/b„)CT?7- <3•,3b, 

d^   .—, SL I (l-B/Bn/^(1 + 3 8ln2^)3/2 

1] 
Welch and Whltaker (Ref. 13) and Watso... et al.   (Ref. 29) Indicates that the ratlc of the 

two integrals In Eq. (3.13b) Is unity to about 30 percent over the range of *    from 0 to 00- 

For high energy electrons, the drift Ume may. therefore, be approximated by 

^e r2B 
T    B 2S.      e   e 

D       3       pc (3.14) 

On the equator, the magnetic field is 

Be =  (9 x 1015) r;3 webers/m2 ^ 

For a one-Mev electron, the drift time is then 

T    = 4.2 x io3 

D p 8ec (3.16) 
e 

where Be !„ 1„ „„He „r earth radu.   The dnf. times have orter of magnitude va^es from 
1,000 sec to 100 sec. 

3.1.3  Lifetime 

The description of trapped, charged-particie motion, thus far. has not included any loss 

mechaniams. and the particles would be trapped indefinitely.   If radiative energy loss 

is negligible, which is the case except for very high energy electrons, the dominant loss 

mec anisms are scattering and ionization in the upper atmosphere.   Since the atmospheric 

density falls off nearly exponentially with increasing altitude, most of the energy loss 
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occurs when the particle is nearest the earth, namely, at the mirror points.   A 

detailed description of the analysis of this energy degradation and eventual loss of the 

particle from a stable.trapped orbit is beyond the scope of the present study.   The 

analysis has been made, however, by Walt and MacDonald (Ref. 14).   The general 
features of trapped particle loss are: 

(1) The particle loses energy by excitation of the atmospheric atoms in 

the vicinity of the mirror points.   The rate of energy loss Increases as 
the particle's energy decreases. 

(2) Tie position of the mirror points gradually decreases In altitude, and 

hence, goes into a region of greater atmospheric density and consequently 

greater energy loss.   This lowering of the mirror points Is caused by 

atmospheric Coulomb multiple-scattering over the particle's enUre orbit. 

(3) There is cataclysmic particle loss in the vicinity of the geomagnetic 

anomalies, such as the Cape Town anomaly. Here, the geomagnetic field 

Is so much weaker than at the conjugate mirror point  that those particles 

normally mirroring at relatively low altitudes are dumped Into the atmosphere 
and lost. 

(4)   To demonstrate the conservation of the particle's magnetic moment. It 

had to be assumed that the geomagnetic field changed negligibly over an 

area defined by one cyclotron revolution of the particle.   This assumption 

breaks down at high altitudes where the field Is weak and the cyclotron 

radius Is large,   if the magnetic moment is not constant, the mirror point 

position is not stable and the particles would be only quasi-trapped   and 

eventually would be lost into the atmosphere.   It has been suggested that 

the outer altitude limit of the Van Allen electron belt Is defined by this 
magnetic moment non-conservation. 

(5)   During magnetic storms, the earth's field Is compressed, hydromagnetic 

waves propagate along field lines, diamagnetlc ring currents are generated, 

and the upper atmosphere Is heated and expands, thereby increasing the 

atmospheric density In the region of the mirror points.   Each of these effects 
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can temporarily increase the loss of trapped particles.   In particular, 

recent work (Ref. 15) has shown thnt the hydromagnetic waves can cause 

the breakdown of the magnetic moment in variance for Van Allen protons, 

and. thereby, set the outer altitude limit on the proton belt. 

3.2     THE VAN ALLEN BELT 

The Van Allen radiation bolt has been shown to consist of two components: (1)  a hard 

proton component (the proton belt) centered at about 10 x 103 km from the earth's 

magnetic axis; and (2)  an electron component (the electron belt) centered at about 
22 >; 10   km from the earth's magnetic axis. 

3.2.1  Protons 

Contours of constant proton flux are shown In Fig. 3-3.   These contours are symmet- 

rical about the integral Invariant equator.   Since the geomagnetic field is not centered 

about the earth's spin axis, the height of the contours above the earth's surface is a 

function of longitude. The location of the integral invariant equator relative to geographic 

coordinates is shown In Figs. 3-4 and 3-5.   Altitudes corresponding to constant proton 

flux at various positions around the integral Invariant equator are expressed In kilom- 

eters by the numbers at the arrows.   The location of the Integral Invariant equator 

and the altitudes were obtained from the high-order, spherical-harmonic analysis 

of the geomagnetic field carried out by Jensen et al. (Ref. 11).   Figure 3-4 indicates 

the altitude at the bottom of the radiation belt where the counting rate is just above 

cosmic ray background.   The field strength here is B =  0.22 gauss. Similarly, 

Fig. 3-5 indicates the altitudes along the integral invariant equator where the flux of 
protons with energies gz 

cosmic ray background), 
protons with energies greater than 40 Mev is 100 protons cm'2 sec"1 (about 50 times 

The proton spectrum has been measured by Freden and White (Ref. 16) near the 

bottom of the belt.   Their results are shown in Fig. 3-6.   It is expected that the proton 
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1   '   I   M   I    '   M   '   '   |   '   '   |   '   '   I   '   '   I   '   '   I   '   '   I   '   '   I   '   '   I   '   ' 

'.!■''''''■''''' I ■ . I . ■ I ■ ■ I . . I 
60 to 120        ISO        ISO        210        240       270 

EAST LONGITUDE (DEC) 

300 330       360 

Fig. 3-4  The Integral Invariant Equator (B ■ 0.22 Gauss).   In 
this figure Is shown the path which a particle trapped 
In the geomagnetic field with 90* pitch angle will fol- 
low.   The latitude of this path, called the Integral in- 
variant equator, is indicated as a function of longitude. 
Also shown are the set of altitudes (km) where the 
geomagnetic field strength is B ■ 0.22 Gauss.   This 
field strength corresponds to the bottom edge of the 
proton belt, where the proton flux is barely detectable 
above cosmic ray background.   The altitude shown 
should be correct to within ±25 km. 

■ 
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-1   '   '   ■   I   I   I   I 
30 60 90 

•80       2io        240 

EAST  LONGITUDE  ( OEG ) 

270        300       330     360 

Fig. 3-5  The Integral Invariant Equator /R - n on ^ 
to Fig. 3-4. but the altitudes shown L fo^Ti. ^ "^ lB aimil™ 
Gauss.   At the altitudes indicatedTion. £   , ^ 8trength  B = 0.20 
flux above 40 Mev is 102 pJoton^Ä*1^1^^1 inVariant' the ^on 
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Fig. 3-6   The Energy Spectrum of Protons Above 75 Mev in the Lower 

Van Allen Radiation Belt at an Altitude of 1200 km.   The line 
is a least-squares fit of the equation N = NjT-n to the data 
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jnves Nj = (2.1_+J;0) x   103 protons Mev-1 gterad-i 
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spectrum will have an altitude dependence, and. consequently, the Freden and 
White results will not necessarily hold throughout the belt. 

3.2.2  Electrons 

The electron belt contours are also shown in Fig. 3-3.   These contours represent 
an estimate of the quiet-day flux of electrons with energies greater than 20 kev 

There Is. however, a m^jor uncertainty in the electron flux.   The flux values given 
In this figure are generally lower than those given by other authors.   However. If more 
conservative values for the electron belt are desired, the given flux values should be 
multiplied by 10   for the outer zone and 104 for the inner zone as a reasonable upper 
limit for the quiet-day electron flux. 

The electron spectrum has been measured by Walt et al. (Ref. 17) at ^ „[ooV, of 

the outer belt. Their results are shown in Fig. 3-7. As in the proton case, these 
results should not be expected to be valid throughout the belt. 

Observations have shown that the proton belt Is stable, but the electron belt undergoes 
changes which are associated with geomagnetic storms.   After the active part of a 
storm Is over (recovery phase - low K-Index). the counüng rate of instrumentation 

flown through the outer part of the electron belt increases; the magnitude and time of 

occurrence of these variations depend on the type of detector used and the characteristics 
of the particular geomagnetic storm.   Following the active phase of the storm of 

16 Aug 1959. the counters in Explorer VI showed a typical Increase of about a factor 

of five near the middle of the electron belt.   Another example of possible time variations 
in electron belt Intensity Is shown by essentially Identical Instruments (Anton. 

type-302 Geiger counters with about 1 gm/cm2 of shielding)  in the space probe 

Pioneer IV and the satellite Explorer VI.   The difference between the counting rate at 

the peak of the electron belt for Pioneer IV (extrapolated) and the pre-storm. quiet-day 
observations for Explorer VI Is about ID3. 
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ENERGY  (KEV) 

Fig. 3-7   The Differential Energy Spectrum of 
Electrons at the Foot of the Outer Belt 
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The Explorer VI results show that the time variations are very complex and do not 
fit Into any simple pattern.   For example, during the early part of the storm of 

16 Aug 1959. Rosen et al. (Ref. 18) reported an increase in the outer 2one in the 
counUng rate of their plastic sclntillator (which detects particles directly with high 
efficiency and bremsstrahlung with low efficiency) ot the same time that Fan et al 
(Ref. 19) and Arnoldy et al. (Ref. 20) report a decrease in two Geiger counters 

and one ionizaUon chamber (which detect Van Allen electrons from their bremsstrahlung) 
Neither the cause for the relatively rapid change, in the observed Intensity of the elec- 
tron belt nor the origin of these electrons has been adequately explained. 

The source of the Van Allen belt will be discussed briefly, although it does not bear 
directly on the matter of artificial injection.   Equations of motion show that an 

individual charged particle cannot approach the dipole field from outside and enter a 
trapped orbit; further, there are no definitive experiments pointing clearly to the source 
ef the trapped particles.   There is, however, good indirect evidence on the source of 
Van Allen protons, namely, the beta decay of the neutron albedo caused by primary 
cosmic ray Interactions at the top of the atmosphere.   This may also be the source of 
the Van Allen electrons; another likely source Is the solar wind plasma.   Although 
Individual particles cannot enter trapped orbits from without, the solar plasma may 
disrupt the geomagnetic field locally and allow injection.   The energy of solar plasma 
electrons Is thought to be small compared with the Van Allen electrons.   Solar plasma 
injection, therefore, would have to be accompanied by the acceleration of the newly 
trapped electrons.   This could conceivably be done by the betatron effect during mag- 
netic storms.   The source of the Van Allen electrons Is one of the major unanswered 

questions In space physics.    Experiments with artificially injected electrons, proposed 
in the following sections, would not result in any direct evidence on this source.   How- 
ever, an attempt would be made to measure the lifetime of trapped electrons.   The 
result of the lifetime measurement would give an indication of the required strength of 
the source, since a rough equilibrium must exist between the number of electrons 
injected and the number lost. 

L 
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Sectton 4 
TECHNIQUES TOR ELECTRON INJECTION 

4.1 INJECTION FROM THE EARTH'S SURFACE 

üiürr"".6 ^m o'eoiron 'coe,cra,ori or * b°'m"neu'""» '""• • —tor. potaUd rt^rt. „M have p„Uole eMtB ^ ^ ^^ ^ to ^ 

deteotc..!« number of p„UolM to emerge ^ „„ ^ of ^ 

. volv«..   owever. wlU ^cld, ^.c^^e UU. .d...   For „ectron. In .ir. ,l,e r.U, 
of e-orgy lo,. 1, 2 Mev/gm-om"2 „d u» radlaUon length „ „ ^^2   „ ^ 

were no .bower effeoU. tt>e eleotro» „«id have to have m toltUl energy of 2 Bev 
In order lo penetrate the atmoephere (the atmosphere is about 1000 gm/on,2 tb.ok) 
The shower meobanlsm would l„creMe this energy by roughly a faetor of 10.   For' 
neutrons l„ air. the me» free path for „uolear tater^Uon Is about 5 gms/em2    m 

passing through the stmosphere. the Inltlsl flux would be degrsded by a footer of io"70 

4.2    EXPLOSIVE INJECTION FROM A BALLISTIC ROCKET 

The Argus experiment hss shown that a nuclear explosion above the atmosphere will 
deposit a me.snr.ble number of electron. Into the geomegnetlc field.  However   the 
prcent bomb moretorlum „Ue. out thl. method.   A slmilnr .pprcch hM been 
.nggeeted In which . .h^ed-ch^ged high e^loelve bomb conning m, Intense «dlo- 

«dp«HaUyl.nlMtte /,-.ource.   ITe Ionized component would be ttWed by the 
earth .field, the source of electron, would be Iodized and magnetldly .upported 
.o tlm. 1 would not faU back Into the atmoephere.   A rough calculation has Indicted 
ttm the fraction of . source which would be Ionized by a conventional explosion is 

negUgMe    Another objection to this scheme (a. well as to U.e Argus-iype experiment, 
i. the lack of control over the number of injected electron, and their energy 
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4,3    INJECTION FROM A SATELLITE 

Two methods of electron injection from a satellite have been considered.   In the first 
method, a radioactive   ^-source would supply electrons; no acceleration would be 
required.   TTie ejected electron beam would be defined In direction and energy by 
colllmatlon and magnetic selection.   This system Is relatively simple, but requires 
a source strength of about 100 megacurles for an electron-beam current of one ma 
(This number Is calculated assuming that 1 percent of the dec* electrons wuld have 
the appropriate direction and energy to pass through the beam selector.)  The diffi- 
culties involved in handling such a source before launch, the danger of contamination 
from an abortive launch, and the problem of fallout when the satellite eventually re- 
enters the atmosphere are so great that this method must be considered unfeasible. 

The second method of satellite Injection (and the only injection scheme In which the 
advantages outweigh the disadvantages) Is to use an electron accelerator.   For 
electron energies about 1 Mev. there are a number of accelerators which are either 
commercially available or In the design state.   In the experiments we propose in the 
following sections, two different types of accelerator will be required.   One should 
be a pulsed type with a high current and low duty-cycle; the other should be a d-c 
machine.   (The pulsed accelerator cannot be used in all situaUons because of the 
satellite-charging problem.)   Characteristics of two acceptable accelerators are 
listed in Table 4-1.   Other comparable accelerators can undoubtedly be found. 

In the pulsed accelerator, the instantaneous power dissipation during the pulse Is J 
100 Mw.   This energy is capacitor^tored. and the weight of the capacitors and their 
charging circuit is included in the listed weight of 250 lbs. 

The electrostatic accelerator Is made up of a number of Wimshurst-lype electrostatic ] 
generators connected in series, rather than the more conventional Van de Graaff sys- 
tem.   In designing a satellite to carry such an accelerator, allowance must be made 
for the gyroscopic effect of the moving parts. 
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Table 4-1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO ELECTRON ACCELERATORS 

Characteristics 

Electron Energy 
AE 

E 

Beam Current 

Pulse Duration 

Repetition Rate 

Beam Size 

Power Required 

Weight (without power 
supply) 

Size 

Availability 

Varlnn Pulso-Transfonner 
Electron Accelerator 

1 Mov 

3-4% 

100 amps (viurlng pulse) 

4  x 10"   sec 

High Voltage Engineering 
Electrostatic Accelerator 

1-2 Mev 

1% 

in"3 
10    amps 

d.c. 
0-2.5/sec 

2 
1 cm 

d.c. 

1 cm 
1.5 lew 1.5 kw 

250 lbs 600 lbs 
3 ft dlam. by 5 ft length approximately the same 

as the Varlan accelerate 
1 year 1 year 

The power for these accelerators will presumably be supplied by batteries Intermit- 

tently charged by banks of solar cells.   To estimate the weight of the batteries and 

the size of the solar cell array required. It will be assumed that the accelerator 

operates continually, that the batteries can supply the required power for 24 hours 

without recharging, and that the solar cells will deliver a new 24-hour charge In 

a period of 12 hours.   The pertinent numbers are approximately: 

(1) Rechargeable batteries deliver 1 kw-hr  per 15 lbs of battery weight. 

(2) In the spectrum Interval over which solar cells are sensitive, the sun 
supplies 1400 watts/m2 above the atmosphere. 

(3) The solar cell   energy-conversion efficiency Is 10 percent. 
(4) A solar cell bank weighs 1-1/2 lbs/ft2. 
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mTZI     W0",<,^*540lb8' 'h,,"^ orB,e«""~"«^ —"«» 230 l , .«, „,, wol(!hl of „,. „,„ oe|la ^^ ^ ^ ^    ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

im Ib. or 0,. d-.   n,.chl0..   Those n„lnbor, „ro ooo.orvat.vo. ,„d ..„oo U.. »000.0- 

<vo.shla 0« probably bo roduoed by So poroont. 

To .My u,o foa.CbHIty ot var.«. oapcri.non.. „„,„, «,„ oloolrol, „„„,„ oJoclc<1 from 

».onuo  wo .,.1. hav, ,„ »,.,,„ .,«.„. characl0r|8llcs „, „,. mMm > m » 
iron aoooloralor.   It will bo ».«.mod that " u.o 0100 

(1) For pul.cd elootron oxporlmont.. tho Varian .ooolorator will bo used- 
100 amp. for 4 pscc with an olootron onergy of 1 Mov. 

For d 0   injection, tho High Volcago Enginooring olootrortatio «ooolorator 
will be used:   1 ms st 1 Mev. 

(2) The .atollile oan be pot into any desired orbit, and it. pooitlon a. a funotion 
of time is known. 

(3) The satellite is instrumented to measure and reeord the local direetion and 
magnitude of the earth's magnetic field. 

(■•)  The accelerator can be oriented by ground control or by a programmer so 
that the ejected electron beam will have a known but variable angle with 
respect to the local direction of the earth's field. 

(5)  In transmitting experimental data from the satellite to the ground, there is 
no limitation set by telemetry bandwidth on the time duration of signals. 

Experiments .vhlch make use of pulsed injection could conceivably be carried out by 

a balhsticocket-borne accelerator, rather  than from a satellite.   TW would be 

rr    ^ addTal reqUirement8 ^ a ~y -^ ^ a ^ number of' 
aunc   ng bases.   Since there is no obvious advantage to a ballistic rocket system, 

we will restrict ourselves to satellite injection. 
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Sections 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS 

TO BE PERFORMED WITH ARTIFICIALLY INJECTED ELECTRONS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the following three sections, experiments to be performed with an injected electron 

beam are studied in detail. First, however, a general description will be given of the 

experiments and the types of results which might be expected. 

5.2 FILLED SHELL EXPERIMENTS 

An orbit is chosen such that during part of one revolution a satellite would be nearly 

tangent to an Integral invariant surface (Sections. 1). Electrons are injected during 

this time of tangency with an appropriate pitch angle so that they become trapped. 

Because of the longitudinal drift of the electrons, a thin electron shell will spread 

around the earth and have a shape dictated by the integral invariant surface.  After the 

shell has been filled, the satellite will stop injecting and on successive revolutions will 

pass repeatedly through the shell.   Using radiation detection instruments on board the 
satellite, one could then measure: 

• The longitudinal drift time, which would be inferred from the time 

elapsed between the initiation of Injection and first detection 

• The change of the electron-energy spectrum with time (lifetime) 

• The diffusion of the well-defined edges of the shell 

• A diurnal compression and expansion of the field which would shift the 
position of the shell 

• The effect of a magnetic storm on the shape of an Integral Invariant 
surface 

• The effect of a magnetic storm on the trapped electron-energy spectrum 

and the possible catastrophic dumping of the trapped electrons 
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5.3  BOUNCE-TIME MEASUREMENT 

direcü«, of U,, !««! ^„.e fleld.   „,„, „^^ „^ ^ ^ ^ 
U» co„JUg.te mlrror „„„„ ,„ „,, „„,„ „^^^  ^ ^ re(uni to 

Z    "■« ' '"Jeet.on. Bec.u.e of U,. .o^MW drift o, to d^.. „„„ „,. „„,„„„ 
of U,o „WUfte. th. .I«tro„. (^r one l^™., wouW mirror ot. „„.„. ..,.„, kllo. 
motors from tto ooteUtt«.   1*,, would nUe out direct doteoUo».   ^e prooooo, of th. 
olootron. .. U,. mirror polo., howovor, couid b, doiooled from thoir .yoohrotroo «iU- 

1. o "g IT1 re08',er "' U,e '"e""e-  The """"^ Ume w<»"d "» ta'.rr«d '~- «-o 
Um. olop,«, beiwoeo inJ^Uon .„d deiocUon.  A mM.Wem.„t of 0.. boo.»» Umo wil! 

• The average value of the geomagnetic field along a particular field line 
which could be compared to the predictlona of several geomagnetic models 

• The maximum latitude at which field lines close; injection at higher lati- 
tudes would lead to Infinite bounce times 

• The diurnal distortion of the field by the solar plasma manifesting itself 
as a diurnal change in bounce time at a constant latitude 

• The effect on all of the above geomagnetic features due to a magnetic 
storm 

5.4  CONJUGATE-POINT MEASUREMENT 

d root, „ of the local „.^^ rield The8e eiMtroM ^ ^ 

tho con o^to of «m injocfton point i„ lho othor hsmisphore, bo. wouid „!. mirror bl 

TIM  r^ 'H r0" PltCh"angle-   "^ ** elCClr0"fl -"ld -«- ■""'■* "own 

IT Tl ^ radar rent,C"0n ,rom " *""* "»"<■"•   "«>■» '!>« 
o ..ion of tbo ..toUite at tajootioo and tho iocatioo of .bo point wboro .bo oiooirono 

ionize tte ataoephere, .be oo„,„ga.e polnie of a parUouiar fieid line oan be inferred 
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f 

E 
A. ta, U» provteu. »xpenmone., rcpca,«. mc,8Uromonlä! „f the poalUon of the «onJUR„,o 
P.1M. could the bo oomwod with dmrn»! and „.„gnollc 8l0rm offects.   A preoh. 
looaU„„ of co^g.^, „„„„. „ „„, on|y of 8clcnt|fic ^^  M ^ 

mllltoy .ppncloo. «.rnconuy import», to Ju8tlfy „,„ tap,.m011laUol, of ,,,„ _,.,. 
mental program. 

i 
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Section 6 

THE FILLING OF MAGNETIC SHELLS 

6.1   INTRODUCTION 

In this section, we will examine the feasibility of injecting and trapping a detectable 

number of electrons in a thin shell centered about an integral invariant surface.   It 

will be assumed that the injection pitch-angle can be controlled from the satellite so 

that the electrons will always be trapped. Thus^he principal points to be considered 

are the flux intensity which can be achieved in a well-definod. Isolated,thin shell and 

the subsequent history of intersection of the shell by the satellite.   Throughout the 

calculation, the dlpole model of the geomagnetic field will be used. 

The shape of the shell to be filled will be defined arbitrarily as the volume lying be- 

tween the two magnetic Invariant surfaces shown in Fig. 6-1.   The outer surface 

MAGNETIC 
POLE 

2.5 Qe 

MAGNETIC __ 
EQUATOR 

Fig. 6-1    Definition of the Magnetic Shell 

' 
crosses the magnetic equator at a distance from the center of the earth of 

(r   + 1.25 a ), and the inner surface at (r    - 1.25 a ). The quantity a     is the e e N e e J    e 
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cyclotron radius of a 1-Mev electron at the equatorial point (r = r  . *   = 0) with 
90* pitch angle. e 

a 
cB 

Inorder that the satellite inject electrons only Into this shell, the Injection must be 

limited to the time the satellite spends In the volume defined by the two field lines 

which cross the magnetic equator at (re + 0.25 ae) and (r   - 0.25 a ).   The time 

the satellite spends in this volume Is called injection time   T,    and It Is the purpose 

of the calculations which follow to dete.mlne T, for various types of satellite orbits 

The Injection time is then used to calculate the particle flux which can be established 

with a given Injection current, and the longitudinal extent of the shell Is determined 

by comparison of the Injection time Tj with the electron longitudinal drift time T   . 

A filled shell Is defined as one with no longitudinal gaps, so that electrons will beD 

encountered on any subsequent satellite passage through the shell. 

The coordinate system shown In Fig. 6-2 Is used for the calculation. The orthogonal 

axes labelled with capital letters are fixed and centered with respect to the earth, 

with the Z axis coincident with the earth's spin axis and the X axis passing through 

the Greenwich meridian. The second set of axes labelled with lower case letters Is 

also fixed with respect to the earth, but with origin at the displaced magnetic dlpole 

position and with the z axis along the dlpole moment. The satellite orbits are thus 

fixed with respect to the earth system except for rotation about the Z axis once per 

day at an angular velocity «^    The dlpole field is fixed In both systems. 

It is desired to describe the satellite position  P m terms of the dlpole radius 

vector,   t .  in order to establish the satellite aximuthal range A* during which 

the satellite is in the desired injection region.   The injection time  TT is the time to 
cover this range I 

T   =   ~ 
A* 

sat. 
-i  

earth (6.1) 

Where   *Sat.     i8 the a"^1*1, velocity of the satellite. 
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Tho expression for r In the geographic coordinate system Is 

222       r 
r    =R   +i    + 2R[V,n^os* ^slnesln» +/zcos0]       (6.2) 

The values of the components of / In units of earth radii are 

/x  = 0.0577 

^v  = -0.0324 

iz  = 0.0184 

« Should bo notod that barrod „„.„«„os „re .„ un.u. of earth «du «.rooghout .h.s ,eotlo„. 

6. 2   EQUATORIAL ORBIT INJECTION 

Simple cases are generated by assuming equatorial satellite orbits and considering the 

displaced dlpole to be parallel to the spin axis and In the earth's equatorial plane. The 

problem then assumes the two dimensional geometry shown in Fig. 6-3. 

The satellite orbit is given by 

R --      aq-.^ 
1 - € cos (* - 6) (6.3) 

where •> -d £  aro the empUc^ha.se.^aJor axl8 and eooe„trtcity, reSpeeUvoly, 

and   6 '»'He major-.x.s phase an^e^roduood by .he earth's rotation.   Ration ,6 2) becomes, with 0=90° 4"*«.wn^.^ 

^x coa * + iY sin * 1 
2 2        2 
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«^ X 

Fig. 6-3   Two-Dimensional Coordinate System for 
Equatorial Orbit Calculations 

Differentiating Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4). and equating r and R to first order, one gets 

^ =   M  I R + iv cos * + iv sin J / Bin (*-6) 
(L A Y *J 1 -€ cos (#-^ 

Ar = -^ = 
6) 

[ + Uv sin 4> -i,, cos * ■]| (6.5) 

. 

Several cases have been considered for equatorial orbit injection.   These are obtained 

from Eq. (6.5) by applying special conditions which are described below. 

I 
I 
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Emj..   -no tangnoy of orbll »«I („van.« surface occur. ,U apogee when the major 

...» of «» or«, ccocde. W.U, U.e d.po,e U^acemen. v«tor. w7ch He. a.Ts.   '" 
•on.,  the. -.  a«, „.„-„ tc).  ,,„„ 8liii|=iii/2 „„^^^ 

- 2 

nrr ""^üf *'""",ho ,poctai CMM "ro ,)re■e",M, -•"• "• 
fl!^.   For CrcaLr orb..,.,.,. lmlncU,e l0 consldcr ^ ^ 

.«Uog .he .„,ar,a„, aurface a, a p.,., appro„mately a, rtgh, aogle. .o U» d,po,e   ,.- 

ctf„!j;   ''"'^""""^''^♦"-''^"«'^«■«""^«x.rca.e.oC.U 

<r* ["'xsln *+ ^C08 *]= 0 

The maximum coefficient Is at   * = 60. 9« E. where „   = * - 60.9«.   Then 

2 

A«I'2  =  2TJ2 and -j  =  0.066 ~ (6.7) 

The tangent ease Is again at   *= 150.9'E in whleh ease 5/2 = 0.0348 ,2/2     ^e 
maximum Injeetlon time exceeds the minimum by about 40 percent. ' 

Case^.   injection at apogee in an elliptic orbit is shortest when the orbit major axis lies 

norma, to the dipole displacement direction.   For this case 6 = 6o 9-E   a^ 
T?3>4 = 'l'-60.9e. 
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= ["(TH)^' + 0-0561(T) - 0-ö665l \ (6.8) 

A*, V3  +   "4 (6.9) 

CaseJ.   Injection from the satellite at a position other than apogee will, of course, 

reduce the length of the Injection time.   This reduction Is obtained here for the simple 
case of an elliptic orbit In the equatorial plane of a geocentric dlpole.   For R equal 
to 80 percent of apogee, the shell thickness Is decreased by (0.8)3 because of Increased 
magnetic field strength.   The injection position  * is obtained from the orbit equation 
with R = (0.8)a(l +€),   so that 

0.8 = 
1  - € COS  * 

and 

a 

2       a€  1 -€ 

6.3   POLAR ORBIT INJECTION 

(0. S)"1   sin * A*, (6.10) 

1. 

Injection from a polar orbit satellite is another simple case.   Because of the increased 
complexity introduced by the dipole field, the assumptions are made that the dipole is 
geocentric and that the rotation of the earth during injection may be neglected.   The 

dipole coordinate system is shown in Fig. 6-4, where ^   is the magnetic latitude. 
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The electron shells are thinner away from the equatorial plane because of the Increased 
magnetic field strength.   Hence, the variation of shell thickness with latitude over the 
region of Intersection must be considered in addition to the satellite position relative to 
the Invariant surface.   Furthermore, the shell thickness and satellite displacement are 
now measured at an angle »/2 - y  to the radius vector r . 

The allowable increase in shell thickness normal to the shell Is given by 

^_  A"rp_(1^3sln2^l/2  ^o 
slny     4 cos^ 4 

■  d?orblt " d?B 

=   f   *(l-€
2)csin»   + 2- 8ln $ co8   I 

I    (l-CC08*r J 

This expression can be simplified by evaluating A?    in terms of Are which was valid 
at the geomagnetic equator.   Bp Is a constant for electrons with a given energy and 
pitch-angle, where p   Is the cyclotron radius.   Then 

Ar. = AP_  ^   = Are (^L) 
e   pe " \ D<P 

= A? 
6  [rJ    (1 + 3 8in2^)1/2 

6 

(1 + sin" ipy 
a A ^ cos   ill 

e r"~  2  ,tl/2 (6-12) 

Further simplification can be made using the fact that the magnetic field line and the 
orbit intersect at f so that 

2, 
1 - € oosV "  reC08"^ (6.13) 
aa-€w)       _ 2 
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These expressions allow Eq. (6. U) to be rewritten as 

[-2       3 €r
e 

co8 » 1 

"a(l-c2)   +2?eJ^ (6J 

ror «„.„.«s^rc:r6 rf:r:a T" ria ^ '— 
orbll. ed fr0m " po",r « «*•■» «" equatorial satellite 

Equation (6.10) may be rewritten as 

4        I-c"'"*^ (6.]5) 

where the ratio of Injection radius to apoeee radio» l. , t 

arbitrary value of 0.8 used previously    teth aS ' """^ 'ha" ,,,e 

Kquatlon ,6.14, can be slmnZdTf *'    ,       ^ """^ 00"side»«''" ' " L 
ure rougb.y eq L.   ^ Ü ?  It  '        P0     a°d ^^ ""' «^'olUes 
orbit ^Je.   ^ ^J/j " ^ " "—" to- -' '- «■». «.e polar 

Ap      ?   sin 0 A^ 

(6.16) 

Combination of the last two equations yields 

-M-  « /—1_\ /gin j.\ 4 
A*4       U-e/ Isin^y    cos   $ (6 17) 
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6.4 SUMMARY OF THE VALUES OF A* 2-44-G1-1 

Table 6-1 gives some numerical values of A* and   * for the different cases dis- 

cussed above.   Satellite perigee was arbitrarily taken to be at R = 1.05. and the 

equatorial pitch angle was chosen to be 30°.   Several simple observations can bo 
made about the results. 

(1) For R > 5 ,   A# for circular orbits is at leastone order of magnitude 

larger than is obtainable at apogee from elliptic orbits. 

(2) For R < 5 ,    A* for circular orbits varies from one order of magnitude 

larger to one order of magnitude smaller than is obtainable at apogee 
from elliptic orbits. 

(3) For elliptic orbits,   A* IS approximately two orders of magnitude larger 

at apogee than at 0.8 of apogee.   That is. the largest  A* occurs when 

sin i>  *   A* 

I 
1. 

(4)   The comparison of polar and equatorial orbits indicates that typical 

A* away from apogee are comparable for the two situations.   It 

should be pointed out that one important assumption is made in the 

polar versus equatorial orbit comparison, namely, the earth's magnetic 

field is not being rotated out from under the satellite during injection. 

Table 6-1 

SATELLITE INJECTION ANGULAR INTERVALS AND ANGULAR VELOCmES(a) 

R Ar x 103 
A-tj A*2 A4.3 A4., x 103 

4 
at 0. 8R ♦1 *z 

1.5 0.0868 23.2 51.2 350.0 — 0.61 0.675 
2.5 0.402 22.6 111.0 78.0 60.8 0.24 0.314 
3.75 1.36 23.8 202.0 32.2 - 0.113 0.17 
5.0 3.22 26.2 313.0 29.8 137.0 0.067 0.11 
6.25 6.04 28.0 428.0 29.2 - 0.0425 0.081 
7.5 10.9 30.8 568.0 31.5 244.0 0.030 0.060 

10 25.8 34.8 862.0 34.8 356.0 0.017 0.039 
(a) 

Distances are expressed in units of earth radii.   Angles and angular velocities 
are expressed in milhradians and millirodians per second, respectively. 
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6.5  INJECTION TIME 

To cletermlno If it is possible to actually fill a given shell, the above information 

about A*mu8t be combined with the angular velocity of the satellite with respect to 

the local magnetic field and with the electron drift time.   Table 6-2 lists some of the 

parameters involved as well as the ratio^ of injection to drift time.   The table is 

based on the orbits prevlouslyjabelled as Case 3.   Figure 6-5 presents in graphical 
form the dependence of ^ on R. 

Provided that injection occurs near apogee and the angular velocity vectors of the 

satellite and the earth are parallel, the behavior of ^ may be summarized as follows: 

(1)   For   11-5, cancellation of the satellite's rotation by that 

of the earth is the most Important factor determining the 

size of ^   Indeed, injection at apogee from an orbit of any 

allowed eccentricity will always fill a shell. 

Table 6-2 

RATIO OF THE INJECTION TIME TO THE DRIFT TIME 

Injection at Apogee From An Equatorial 
Orbit Satellite in an Eccentric Dipole Field (Case 3) 

R £ 

i   - A 
3        earth 

(milliradians/sec) 

TD 
(sec) 

At. 
inj 

(sec) 

1.5 0.176 0.54 3,010 648 0.22 
2.5 0.408 0.17 1,800 464 0.26 
3.75 0.563 0.040 1,390 805 0.58 
5.0 0.653 0.0059 900 5,050 5.62 
6.25 . 0.712 0.030 722 960 1.33 
7.5 0.754 0.043 600 737 1.23 

10.0 0.810 0.056 450 625 1.39 

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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(2)   Shells having R < 3 cannot be filled from the relatively high 
eccentricity orbits chosen.or from circular orbits.   On the basis 
of (he sire of ^. elllpUc orbits are about as good as circular orbits 
in (he neighborhood of R »3. 

•n.« »bove coaclu,.™. m prolobl, nM ,„ „^ ^ 
to oaru,., .^ru, plail, ^ ufi„ 40.5 „„,..,,, ^' 

magncUc IntilUides «re of Iho 6aine .Ign. 

.nnJm.on «our. M „m, mo<lerrte dl8lMee from 

«s ,„Uoh a. .wo ordor. of ^.u* .„»u« thlln „.„, ^^lng ,„ ^^ ,><, 

«.C INFLUENCE OF ACCELERATOR BEAM FLUCTUATIONS 

In addlUoa ,o 0,0 radlu, of gyr.tl„„  .e   u» „,,„„„.„ of , ^ „ lnniKnccd 

.proad .„ aoodorator boaro o^njy.  AE. and ü,o d,vorgoKo of ,ho boam    *„ .,.„, 
Ü.. in« of .„JocHoa.  Coaaeqaontly. .ho .„.„a! «..okno,. Ar of a shall a. U» goomo.Ho 
equator may bo oxprosscd as: goomcino 

Ar(o , E, a) = 2a    + 

+
 ((E

2
 rfe)     +'c'"«^2)       I ft 

11«   ,      , "Table6"3-   •"-"-"-'ndtoato d,a.  AE a«,   A« prLaMy 
aro relauvoly unimportant factors In dotorraiolog  Ar. 
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VALUES OF 

Table C-3 

K-) 
AE 

(Mev) 
An 

(rndinns) 

0.05 0.15 

0.01 

0.10 

0.0B6 

0.11 

0.2G 

0.2G 
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6.7  MAGNITUDE OF INJECTED FLUX 

" 

An estimate of the magnitude of the injected electron flux  F  is most easily obtained by 

considering the number of electrons crossing the equatorial plane per cm   per sec.   The 

radial thickness of the shell at the equator is assumed to be 2.5a ; the accelerator Injects 

a current I for a time At.  .  at a geomagnetic radius  r .   Electrons are injected at the 

geomagnetic equator with a pitch angle  a with respect to the local field, and thereafter 

cross the equatorial plane with the same pitch angle. 

F equatorial 
plane 

■If / total number of \ /number of times per sec each electron^ 
lelectrons Injected; crosses the equator 

fcross sectional area in equatorial plane\ 
as seen by the electrons / 

6.3 " 1018At inj 
27rr (2.5)a   cos a ex     ' e 

6.3 io18i 
27rr  (2.5)a   cos a e x      ' e 

«ounce 

('''satellite " *earth)     H) 

A* 

ounce (6. 19) 

This equation assumes that no injected electrons are lost, and the electrons are spread 

uniformly around the shell. 
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Values of F and an eaUmato of the Van Allen electron flux above 0.9 Mev are given In 

Table 6-4 for the injection parameters of Case 3 found from Table 6-2. 

Table 6-4 

^l1™0* DEpENDENCE OF INJECTED FLUX AND ESTIMATED 
VALUES OF VAN ALLEN ELECTRONS BETWEEN 0 ? ASDTI MEV 

(Flux units are electrons per cm2 per sec) 

r F Van Allen 

2.5 

5.0 

7.5 

10 

4600 

1600 

30 

6 

8000 

200 

2 x lo"1 

4 x 10"4 

The corrected electron spectrum of Walt, et al. (Ref. 17). was used to estimate the Van 

Allen flux.   Extrapolation of their spectrum indicates a flux of electrons between 0.9 and 

1.1 Mev of the order of 10   per cm2 per sec.   Values of the electron flux at different 

geomagnetic distances can be arrived at by scaling the Walt flux of 5 x io6 electrons 

greater than 20 kev per cm   per sec by the variation of quiet-day flux with distance as 

given by Dossier (Ref. 3).   The Van Allen electron flux so obtained is uncertain by 
one or two orders of magnitude. 

It should be noted that the Initial angular distribution of Injected electrons will be 

different from the angular distribution of Van Allen electrons.   This directional feature 

of the injected flux may be useful in discriminating against the flux of naturally occurring 
electrons. 
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Section 7 

BOUNCE-TIME MEASUREMENT 

7.1  INTRODUCTION 

The major obstacle to the bounce-time measurement is the detection of the injected 

electrons after their first bounce.   We have proposed that those electrons bo detected 

at the satellite by the radio signal from the electron's synchrotron radiation near the 

mirror point.   To demonstrate the feasibility of this method, we will compute, in a 

typical case, the signal strength from the electrons and the sources of background 

which would interfere with the reception of the signal. 

7.2  SATELLITE AND ELECTRON MOTION 

We will consider that the satellite is at a low altitude (a few hundred kms)and is in a 

circular, polar orbit.   The pulse of one-Mev electrons (100 amps for 4 x 10"6sec) is 

injected nearly perpendicular to the direction of the local magnetic field.   Aftei the 

time for one bounce has elapsed, the electrons return and mirror at a point near the 

injection point, but at a lower altitude and east in longitude.   During the bounce time, 
the satellite has also moved in latitude. 

We will restrict ourselves to one special case throughout the discussion of the bounce- 

time measurement; namely. Injection on the field line which Intersects the earth at a 

magnetic latitude of 45° and crosses the magnetic equator at 2 earth radii from the 

earth's dlpole center  (re  = 2 RE) .   At this position, 

B   = 4.6   x 10"5 webers/m2 

OJC   =  2.9  x 10   rad/sec 

v    =   440 Kc/sec 
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ac =  100 m 

TB = 0.2 sec 

Satollite velocity   = 8 km/sec 
Longitudinal drift velocity of 
the mirror point = 13.5 km/sec 

2L^T*'thc ro,al,vc P08,l,0ns of the 8nte,,Itc and thc e,ectron8 - 
ATcLLIVE 
r 

I.GKr.i 
V 

\3.IK..i 

INJECTIOII   L  
POI.JT 2/ Km       '       ~0ELECTROMS c./   Kin 

Fig. 7-1   Relative Position of the Satellite and The 
Electrons After One Bounce 

Uo e eotrona wU. aoU.a.ly mirr„r at a lovver aWludc ^ ^ ^^ ^ 
njeo lo„ piech-^e ai „lhertha„ 90..   0!coarse   ll       were 0 

«electrons would s.rlke the sotellite after one eyolotron revolution at the Urne 

ofljeefon.   However,!, ^  89-this will not oceur. and we wfl. aasume that 
a   .s between 80- and SO'.  An expression can be derived ior the dliierence in altitude 

1ZTT* P0",t ^ ^ mlrr0r ^ '" ^ " ai •   ^ *" ^ «^nce iron, 
the center of the earth to the injection point be r, , and lo the m,rror point r    .   T^en 

m 
ri     =RE + hi 

rm=RE+ h
m (7.1) 
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whore RE Is the radius of the cnrUi. and h. and hm ai-o the altitudes or Ü»e InjecUon 

point aiKl mirror |>olnt, respectively.   From U.e magnetic moment invariancc. wc have 

B|   " Bm ^  ai 

From Eqs. (2. i) and (2.3a), we find that 

(V.2) 

1. 
L 
I. 

2 
sin   rv. 

If we take case hj ,   hm« R   , then 

R. 

\ i       ml       3 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

where   c, Is defined by ^ = | - €. .  e^lfl8.   The result does not depend on the 
value of r    to the first order 

6 

7.3   SYNCHROTRON RADIATION FROM ELECTRONS 

'.. 

The instantaneous power radiated by an electron with velocity  v and total energy  E . 

that is, kinetic energy plus the rest mass energy,   is (Ref. 21): 

P = (6 x 109)  e2/oJ-~ 
\mc". 

/dvf    /£. d^2 

Vdt/   "(c     dtj (7.5) 

I 
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I» the o... of an elect™, ep,™!!^ ^on(!, neld „„. wlth ^ „^ a 

P-Cx^Ä^^^ ^ 
\mc / 

where ß  = v/c. and Wc and a   arc the cyclotron angular frequency and cyclotron 

ocr rT?e,y-   Th0 POWer "^ ^ ^ ^ -P—d * ^ o7the local magneUc field strength and the piich angle. 

»2 2 
P = (6 x 109) (4) W'^j (7.7) 

(7.8) 

W /3 = 1 .   then 

P= (1.6xio-14)B28l„2
a   I-EV 

^ultr08 m,rr0rIng ^ ^ "^ ^ ^ ^ at a -^ ,a"^ of 

P = 3 x 10"22 walte 

In the pulse of electrons there are 2 i y in15 „t   . 
th. ™.T     ,     t-        -6 2- 5 x 10    electrons, so that the power radiated bv 
the pulse Is about 10    watts at the mirror point. 

ülTrtrrhM a 8pectra, <"8iribu"on a"d an m^ "'^^ ^ •» "o. so. op.c    ^.„^ (Hef. 21) has derlved ^ ^^^ ^ ^ 

of an accelerate electron, and has applied the general formula to the case of a high 
energ, electron „ . :, raovlns wlth 00n8tant veloc     .„ ^ " ^ 
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4 ^    /     8,T        COnR,8LS ^ hi,nn0n,CS ^ t,,,' roUlUo»a, ^^n) fequoncy 
^ - 1^0 kc/8ec.   Thn totni .„a.nnUineous „owcr rndiatecl ,„to the n* harmon.o la  P 

and a critical harmonic number Is defined by nc - 3/2 (E/mc*):, .   m our case " ' 
n   =40.   If Iho condition n «n    la sniiarin,!   ii.»- 40.   If 11.« condition n «nc  Is sadaflod. then 

Pn =  (4 x 109) e2/c a,2 u1* 
(7.9) 

If the condition n » 1 is satisfied, then 

Pn « (3.72 y 10°) e
2 

\",c/   "c    "/»c 

to) 'to (7.10) 

whore K^w 1, .ho Air, imcsral.  Tombo,,.^ „„1 ,r..,rlm<ln (Ilcf. 22) „„„„ ova|ualcd 

n^HcU, .ho totograI „, E, „. I0,   F|ß„rc ,2 „„„„., ^ valuos      »       ;— 

ro,_.,vo votooo or Pn nre(!lvcn.   Thomo,U„tere.Ungro.UIroorspecl™mL 

ho too. .ha. duo .0 rotoUvlsHo oftooU, .ho max|m„m .„„or U nultoted to aho„. .ho 20' 

otr :•ra iban ,n ,hc f,r81 harmon'c'which" "*"""'""«- °"°«-— 
.11) 

Above 5 me/sec. the density of the Hnes of the discrete spectrum becomes sufficiently 

X    a ^ ^^  ^^  to be the power 
radiated at frequency  .  In the Interval d..   we find the continuous spectrum to be 

P(t') = —  P 
'c     n (7.11) 

This spectral distribution is shown in Fig. 7-3. 

L 
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The angular distribution of the radiated power has also been derived by Schwinger. 

The expression is complicated, and for the purpose of this study, it will be sufficient to 

use the rough characteristics of the distribution.   Namely, the power is a maximum in 

the orbital plane of the electrons and falls off rapidly with increasing values of the angle 
defined in Fig. 7-4. 

PLANE   OF THE 
ELECTRON MOTION 

Fig. 7-4    Angular Coordinate for Synchrotron Radiation 

Virtually ail the radiation is emitted at angles less than y       = (l/jr mc2/E)1//2 .   In 
mux 

our case, ymax « 20° .   If we assume that the angular distribution of the radiated power 

is constant for  0 < y < -^ , and zero for  y > y^ ,   then we can compute the power 

incident on an antenna at a distance  L from the circulating electrons, where  L is 

much larger than the electron's cyclotron radius. 
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S *  .S(i')Ai'      —-^-l (7.12) 
•I» L" v max 

SOOAf I« Iho BlKnal Hlronftth al Urn Input lo a radio receiver which Is lunod to a rroquoncy 

«' awl has a liamlwith Ai» :  A Is the effective area of the antenna, ami  N the number of 

circulating elcelrons.   If wo lake the fullowln» parameters for the satclIKe experiment. 

A  = I m2 

v = 7.5 Mc/suc 

&V ■ 1 Mc/soc 

P(i')   = 13 x lo"2'1 walts/Mc/scc 

N  = 2..r> x I015 electrons 

y        = 0.3 radians max 

L = 3 km 

-15 then the signal strength  S Is 10   *   walls. 

7.4   SYNCHROTRON RADIATION-SIGNAL DURATION 

Before examining the sources of background noise which effect the rcccplion of the 

synchrolron radiation signal, an estimate will have to be made of the lime duration of 

the signal.   On one hand, we would like the signal to be as short as possible to minimi/.n 

uncertainty in the measured bounce lime; on the other hand, in so doing, the masking 

effect of the background noise becomes prohibitive.   A calculation will show, however, 

that the duration of the signal is relatively insensitive to any practical control we might 

attempt to impose.   If the satellite has a directional antenna, such as a parabola, the 

signal duration is determined by the length of time required for the electrons to pass 

through the acceptance angle of the antenna.   The relative position of the satellite and 

the electrons are shown schematically in Fig. 7-5. 
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ANTENNA 

SATELLITE SPIRALING 
ELECTRONS 

ELECTRONS' 
GUIDING CENTER 

Fig. 7-5   Relative Position of the Satellite and Electrons 

Since the electrons are radiating directionally. there is the question of whether 
the signal duration would be determined by the beamwidth of the antenna or by the 

maximum radiation angle rmax of the electrons.   For simplicity, we will take the 
beamwidlh half-angle to be eoual to  ^       .   »K«   .      . J b equaI t0  W ;   the slena, oration will then be given by 

where t   i, defined by a, = r/Z - ., .   ,*,„«.„„ (,. ,3, a.9nrae8 that the electro™ 

rmi ",e ^eg'0,, den"ed ^ ",C ante""a beam,"dth-   " ""' " «" «" -ee. then J!<q. (7.13) becomes 

,1/2 

13) 

c(-^)        K^/3  + 
a/2 

Ly max/ (7.14) 
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'HIP oxpi'P8»ions for   IV. take Into aucmini the fncl Ui»( («loclrons pnss Iho anlonna 

twleo as (hoy mirror ami bounce.   'Hie K1|'II:II duration is pivon In Iho folhwing table 

for a few Injocllon iiHHi anj-U-s. 

L 

[ 

Ts 

f. X 10' .1 
80C 

1 .5 >. 10' 4 sec 

8 > 10" sec 

0 

10° 

It is not |M>.ssiblc to Inject with c j's much ^runter than 10° without lowering the mirror 

|K>lnt to such a dogreo that serious scattering losses occtir at the first bounco in the 

other hemisphoro before tho electrons rolurn to lie monitored.   Thoro will bo an Intrinsic 

beam spread determined by the electron accelerator itself, so that It will not be possibto 

to define the injnetion pltch-anRle to better than a few degrees.    For these reasons, the 

duration of the synchroton radiation signal will be about lO-4 see In most cases. 

The bounce lime in our special ease is 0.2 sec.   The experimental uncertainty, thoro- 

fore, associated with the bounce-time measurement would IK; about 0,1 percent. 

7.5   BACKGROUND NOISK SOURCKS 

There are a number of sources of radio noise which radiate in the 10 Me/sec region, 

and will be picked up by the receiver on the satellite.   The ability to delect the injected 

electrons will be limited only by the noise background; und the signal-lo-noise ratio must 

be estimated.   We will consider the following sources of noise: 

(.> Thermal emission from the galaxy 

o Thermal emission from the sun 

o Radiation from the Van Allen electrons 

o Intrinsic receiver noise 
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Anothor poaalb!« source or badwrouod ooiso I. r«üo IraosnUosloo from the oarth.   Thta 

»ill proaamaWy bo nogHgiblo. bovvovor. alaco 0» Ionosphere la opaquo to radio fre- 

.iueaoies loaa U,an about 30 Me/aee.   Moat of th, toUowtag laformatloa about ra.110 „eise 
baa been taken from Pawaey and Braceivell (nef. 23). 

7.5.1  Gnlaetle Nolae 

TI,o radio omission from the gnlaxy can be represented as coming from a blockbody 

with temperature  T, .   Radio astronomers sean the Ralaxy and present their results 

ns a eelestial mapping of T,, .   From the blackbody radiation law. the power from a 

galaetlc distributed source striking an antenna which has a beamwldth half-angle of 
ymax  ls roPrcscnlcd by 

where  A  Is the area of the antenna, and the satellite radio receiver Is tuned to a fre- 
quency i'   and has a bandwidth A»' (both in Mc/sec). 

When 

»^ =  10 Mc/scc 

A" =  1 Mc/sec 

A = 1 m2 

r = 20° max 

Then 

Pu    =  1.1 x 10~20 T bg x iV       % {7.16) 

Pawsey and Bracewell give the values of   Tb   as a function of .    for frequencies 

greater than 20 Me/see.   Extrapolation of their numbers lead to galactic temperatures 
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at 10 Nfc/soc of about 10 "K In the bright center of the galaxy, and 10d' K In the cold 

parts of the galaxy.   The maximum galactic noise Is, therefore. 

Pb    =  10"14 watts 

7.!). 2  Solar Noise 

If Eq. (7.15) Is multiplied by the ratio of the solid angle subtended by the sun at the 

point of observation, to the solid angle defined by the antenna beamwidth. and If T. 

Is the effective solar radio temperature, then the solar noise power is represented by 

Pbs  :=  V'1 xl0"20)Tl, 
il 

k   'max 

(7.17) 

fl    ^ 7 x 10     steradians and  T.    =  10 0K s b 

Therefore 

Pbs  = 2 x 10"18 watts 

■ 

[ 

i 

i 
I 
I 

7.5.3   Noise From Van Allen Electrons 

The trapped Van Allen electrons will emit synchrotron radiation, and the spectrum 

of this radiation depends sensitively on the Van Allen electron spectrum, particularly 

in the energy interval around one Mev.   Since the electron spectrum is not known well, 

a calculation of the synchrotron noise would not be possible.   However, Kraus and 

Ko (Hef. 24) have scanned the region of the Van Allen belt with a ground station radio 

receiver.   They report that the effective blackbody temperature in this region is about 
5 

10 0K (extrapolated to a frequency of 10 Mc/sec).   Applying Eq. (7.15) one finds a 

value of Van Allen electron synchrotron radiation noise to be 10~15 watts. 
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7.5.4  Receiver Noise 

nu receiver, and Av is in Mc/sec.   Bracewell rRof 25 wi 
of N = 1   for the best n,-,.^...   • "»«wweii («ei. ^5 ) gives a value 

ior me Dest present-day receivers.     For        T=300eK 

Pbr  = 4   xio"15 watts 

7.6  SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 

The description of the background noise sources indicites th«. ..    ^     . 

.alactle noise which gives a noise signa, s.^^^^^ T™ ^ 

is ten times the strength of the signa, we are Impt ig o dtlV T is d " 

however, that the signa,-to-noise ratio is l/io    A LT ^ mean• 
value without affooLin., II, background signal can have any 

p-e.. the 81gna; r::„ :r::rrP;:: baroun<'üver a "me - 
random, then over a lime r .!        •     , reccPl10"-   " «-e assume the noise to be 

average va.ne ol "'^ ICVel """ ^ * '^ ™» «-UUon (rom Us 

(TAf) 
1/2 (7.19) 

The value of r  to be used is determined by the duration nf fh 
signal from the electrons. which in our J,  J   T     ^^^ rad^ 
noise ratio of one) which is acceptable in ^J^   ™^ to ^ ^al-to- 

the electron's presence. P    yeS~n0 ^^aäoli of 
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7.7  BOUNCE-TIME EXPERIMENTS 

In most caaea. the results of a bounce-Umc meaauroment cannot be eatiraatcd before- 

hand becauae of Uie lack of knowledge about the geomagnetic field except (u very Idealized 

models.   One calculation has, however, been made of the bounce time predicted by two 

different g<K)niagnetic modela.   The purpoae of the comparison is to determine whether 

the experimental accuracy, which will Jw about 0.1 percent.is sufficient to easily dif- 

ferentiate between the models.   The two models we have used are the dlpole model and 

Welch's 512-tcrm harmonic expansion (Ref.26).    The results of the comparison are 

shown In Table 7-1 for four different injection pointa.   One point is near die Cape Town 

anomaly where tlu 'iffcrence In predicted bounce times should be nearly a maximum. 

The differences are about 10 percent, and so the experimental accuracy is quite 
adequate. 
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Section 8 

CONJUGATE-POINT MEASUREMENT 

8.1   INTRODUCTION 

The critical question in the conjugate-point measurement is the feasibility of dotocling 

the electrons' presence in the upper atmosphere by radar reflection from the trail of 

ionlzaUon produced by the electrons as they spiral down a field line.   In a model which 

will prove to be too simple to describe Ute real situation, the electrons are confined to 

a narrow pencil with a cross section of a few square centimeters defined by the accel- 

erator at the time of Injection.   This narrow beam will enter the upper atmosphere 

normally, will ionize but not scatter, and will stop at the end of its range at an altitude 

of about 60 km.   The atmospheric density increases exponentially as the electrons 

penetrate to lower altitudes; also, the energy loss per collision Increases as the elec- 

trons slow down.   Therefore, virtually all of the atmospheric ionization occurs near 

the end of the electrons' range, and we will assume that the ionized trail is confined to 

an altitude interval between 60 km and 70 km.   Since the 1-Mev electron accelerator 
15 

injects 2.5 x 10     electrons In one pulse, the energy contained in the beam is 

2.5 x 10       ev.   It requires about 50 ev to produce an ion pair in a collision, which 

means that over the 10-km ionized trail there are 5 x 1019 ion pairs, or an ion pair 

linear density of 5 x lO10 ion pairs/m. 

Pawsey and Brasewell (Ref. 23) discuss the problem of radar reflection from the ionized 

trail of meteors traversing the upper atmosphere.   The characteristics of the meteor 

trail aru very similar to those of the electron trail, namely, the lonlzation is confined to 

a pencil of a few square centimeters in cross section and occurs mainly at altitudes 

around 80 km.   A bright visual meteor will produce about 1014 ion pairs per meter of 

path, and is easily detected by radar reflection.   The electron beam produces a trail 

with an ion density an order of magnitude larger, and should therefore give a substantial 

radar reflection.   Because of the effects which arise in ionized columns containing very 

great ion pair densities, this conclusion is not necessarily valid.   The reader is referred to 

the chapter on meteor detection in Pawsey and Bracewell. 
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In (his study wo have restricted ourselves to the detection of the electron trail by radar 

reflection melhods. However, additional calculations may show that the trail Is optically 

visible as well.   It Is not possible to conclude Immediately that since a meteor trail Is 

visible, the electron trail with a comparable Ion pair density will be visible.   In the case 

of a meteor, the amount of its energy which goes Into light Is thought to be determined by 
a different mechanism than in the electron case. 

are The above model of the electron Ionized trail Is Inadequate because the electrons 

not confined to a narrow pencil, and the effect of scattering as the electrons slow down 

in the atmosphere Is appreciable,   in Uie following sections we will: 

(1) Compute the shape of the electron beam as it strikes the top of the atmosphere 
(2) Determine the effect of scattering 

(3) Compute the radar reflection from an extended region of Ionisation 

82 ?iTNTHAPE 0F T,iE ELECTR0N BEAM AT THE CONJUGATE TO THE INJECTION 

The shape of the electron bean, after one traversal from the Injection point to the conjugate 
point will be determined by several effects. 

8.2.1    Magnetic Moment Nonconservatlon 

Electrons which are injected at very small pitch angles in a curved magnetic field do 

not satisfy the conditions for adlabatlc invarlance of the magnetic moment so that their 

Pitch angle at the point conjugate to the injection point is not equal to the injection 

Pitch angle.   This is because at small pitch angles appreciable change in the field can 

occur within the distance covered by the guiding center during one cyclotron revolu- 

tion.   The effect of the field curvature is such that electrons which are injected 

parallel to a field line will arrive at the conjugate point with a finite pitch angle    The 

following is a correct description of the motion.   An electron would move parallel 

to the field line until the field's curvature causes  v  and  B  to diverge, which creates 

a non-zero pitch angle.     The electron would then have a component of velocity 

perpendicular to the field and would start to spiral, keeping the center of gyration 
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on Uio orlplnnl Injoution firlil line.   Tho ,.i(H, :,M,.I,. W..„I.| . ..,„i,ul(. u, iuvr,..Aii„ lmin i1w 

pninl is ronchccl whert. Ih.. iu:.r„..|i,. „„„„„„i |m.:ii i...,,,. i» ohoyod, »ml. Ilirmiflrr. lli.> 

H1..U011 will bo proporly .I..H..,-il.wl l.v llml Inw.   Allv.^n (»of. {. ) .URCUSHO« II.IH siluniln... 

niMl KOC« Uio followlnu rrUi.rlnn for Uio mtiKnoUc mom<.|il tonsorvnUon.   Tho porponcliculnr 

cmrHinenl of llic olonlrcn'H wlm-lly miiHl I... much ,;• .MI.T Umn the oloctron'a I.HiKMii(lin:.l 
clrifl vclncily. 

v Hin n >>\' 
D (8.1) 

This comiilion on nr imposos the gronlpsl reslrlctlon .it Hie cqiinlor.   If wo arbitrarily set 
vn = (0.01)   v sin  n  , nncl If/r   «  1, then 

% " dpr x ,o2 (8.2) 
t«  e 

For Uio field lino which crosses Ihc ma,rncllr ccpiaüir :il 2 earlh radii,  «     =   1 ..«i'     An 

electron with n pilch anulo rv(i :.t the junior will f.,|l«w :i field line lo the lop of Uio atmos- 
phoro where Us pilch nni?le will be «r . 

o 

(I »!• 
11 |. 

11 ii («••'«) 
O C 

For the field lino r    =  2 earth radii and rv     =   1.5°, then e 

The cyclotron radius at the top of the r.lmoHphcre will, therefore, be about 10m. 
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8.2.2 Accelerator Beam Spread 

Although the beam is well colllmatcd by the electron accelerator, there will be some 

finite beam divergence.   Presumably, this beam spread will be less than 5»    The 

conclusion which can be drawn from the arguments in the above paragraph is that 

an electron injected with any pitch angle less than 5« will arrive at the conjugate 

point with a pitch angle of about 5«.   Therefore, the effect of the beam spread at 

injection is completely masked by the magnetic moment non-conservation. 

8.2.3  Energy Dependence of the Longitudinal Drift Velocity. 

The injected electrons will have a finite energy spread determined by the accelerator 

(3 percent to 4 percent for the Varian Pulse Transformer).   The longitudinal drift 

velocity of the electrons is energy dependent Consequently, the electrons will arrive 

at the conjugate point with a longitudinal spread.   Equations^. 13a) and (3.14) glve 

the rate of change of the electron's longitude averaged over one bounce. 

JLL dd       3 
dt    =  2        2 " {8.4) 

er    B 
e    e 

An electron with momentum p and velocity v    shifts in longitude an amount A *over 

the time required to move from the injection point to the conjugate point. 

A0   =  6 er   B (8.5) 
e    e 
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At the conjugate point, this ahlft In longitude would correspond to n linear dlsplnccmonl 
given by 

DL " ** -V- 
re 

e (8.6) 

where ?e is in units of earth radii.   We want to compute the change in D     resulting 
from a change in the electron's kinetic energy T. 

dDL   _     6       /.v-a/     l 
~w - rr (re)   2 v <8-7) e    *    ' 

For a 1-Mev electron moving along the field line,  r    = 2 earth radii, and for 
dT = (0.03)  T = 3 x 104ev, 

dDL = 50m. 

8.2.4.   Beam Blow-up Due to Coulomb Repulsion 

Consider a beam of electrons of length  L    with cross-sectional radius   b    moving with 

velocity v    and containing N electrons distributed uniformly through the beam. 

If b « L, then at the surface of the beam, in a region not too close to the ends, there Is 
an outward directed electric field given by 

L E  - 2^   bL (8.8) 

[ 
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Duo to the magnetic field asBociated with the motion of the electrons, there is aJso an 
inward directed force at the surface given by 

F    = Ü2  v2 e2 N 
B      2»      bL (8.9) 

The raUo of these opposing forces is 

F 
_E   _        1 
FB   \   u   v2 ^O) €    U    V 

or 

E c 
FB   "  v2 '811) 

Since v can never be Identically canal to c    .h. ... » 
strnlnl« ih. h.. ,. L. «""" ^ 0 • »e net force le ontward,and without con- 

llm LTH, UP-   '" 0"r CaSe' hOWeVer- *"' ta ' -'-'- «Mch 
IT t   rUP-  The bea,n " aC,Ual,y ra0Vi"8 '" ''» "«■">*«'« Pi"»., which can 
each«, where e„ongh polled plasma .cnplea the apace between Inlldua. cTc "     a 
*   bean, to „eU.rall2e ^ Coulomb repulslon    An ^ --- 

dlatan which n,Uat exist between e.ectrona before the, eeaentlal.y loae commnnlca^cn. 
The following eketch (Pig. ,-!, repreeenta the altnatlon where two of the beam electrona 
are aeparated and nentrallaed h, the polarized, fnlly-lonlzed plaa-na between then, 
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PLASMA CHARGE 
DENSITY 

BEAM 
ELECTRON BEAM 

ELECTRON 

DISTANCE 

Fig. 8-1  Separation and Neutralization of Two Beam Electrons 
by Polarized, Fully Ionized Plasma 

In the interval h there Is a net negative charge density  ne.   and for simpllcitv.it will 

be assumed that ne  is uniform.   In this region.Poisson's equation for the potential is 

dx2 

e n 
(8.12) 

Integrating twice, we have 

i    e n        o V - i  e    .2 V -  2   T-   h (8.13) 

L 
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n order for the plasma to have polarized to the extent shown In the sketch, the electric 
forces must have overcome the thermal moUon of the plasma.   If this Is true, then the 
potential In Eq.  (8.13) must correspond to a change In energy of at least 1/2 kT. where 
T is the temperature of the plasma.   Equating the electrical potential energy to the 
thermal energy we find that 

i i    e   n       _ 
2 K1       2   ^^   h (8.14) 

Solving for h  results In 

h  = (£) (8.15) 

Tho,u.„,lly h defined by E,. (8. .5, ls clled the Debye .h.eldmg disu,„ee.   A. an al.itude 
o a few hundred kilometers   the afaeapherlc «emperaUire 1. abo«.   .o3 'K and the free 
ekelrondeneuylsaboul .." etorensV.   If we a8,„me U.a. ^ In U,e „beve equntlen 
ban the full value of the total free eleelron denally. then h = 2 x lo"3™. 

If the beam haa a length  L and a radlua b, the average diatanoe behveen electrons la 
approximately 

m ^ 

"  =  2 ' ' (8.16) 

At injection b. ! cm.  N = 2.5 x 10I5  electron8i and  L =  ^ x 103 m ^ 

electron's velocity equal to that of light, and a pulse duration of 4 x lO^sec) 

''inj  = 7 x 10"6m. 
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The beam will blow up, both in cross section and length, until the average distance 
between electrons is roughly the Debye distance  which is 300 times ij. ..   This means 
that b will Increase to about 3 m   and L to about 4 x 105m. 

8.3  BEAM SPREAD DUE TO MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

Because of the cumulative effects of small angle scattering, the electron beam will 
spread appreciably during its passage through Uie atmosphere. The importance of 
this spread can be seen from the values of   \0 ) as a function of altitude h.   The 
angle 6 is the angle between the electron velocity vector and the vertical. 

h(km) W,/2 

75 0.34 

70 0.58 

65 0.85 

60 « 1.0 

The small-angle approximations used in computing these values are not valid for 02 « 1, 

but the Indication is clear that by the time the beam gets to 70 km its direction is no 
longer well defined. 

The rapid spread of particles Is prevented by the earth's magnetic field which for this 

calculation will be assumed vertical.   This field will constrain the particles so that they 

move in spirals, thereby limiting their horizontal motion between collisions to the diam- 
eter of the spiral. 

An approximate calculation will be carried out to get an Idea of how Important the effect 

is.   Numerical calculations Indicate that during most of the passage through the atmosphere, 

the change In pitch angle per cyclotron revolution Is smaller than the instantaneous 
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pitch angle.   Hence, the spread of particles will be treated as a diffusion of the guiding 
centers.   At each altitude, the energy will be assumed monoenergetic and equal to the 
average energy at that altitude.   The gyration radius will be computed at each altitude 

/-2\1/2 

assuming this average energy, and assuming 0 =\0A)      until   0 becomes equal to 60', 
below which altitude 0 will be assumed to remain at 60*.   The time a particle takes in 
traversing Ah Is equal to At « (v ^ g), and the spread In the beam during that time 
will be equal to 

Ar = At<Ar(0,n)> = At<Ar(h)> (8.17) 

where n Is the number of atoms cm'  and Is a single-valued function of h , as is 0 

Thus, the problem Involves finding an expression for <Ar(h)> which is the average 
change per unit time of the distance between the guiding center of a particle and the 
centrold of the electron beam. 

With the geometry shown In Fig. 8-2, 

r   = distance from centrold to guiding center before collision 
r*  = distance from centrold to guiding center after collision 
'I'   = projection of scattering angle on horizontal plane 
4    = orbit phase angle 
a   =  cyclotron radius 

i2        22„2 2 22 n    = a   + a   - 2a   cos tf»  = 2a   (1 - costf»)  = a # (8.18) 

r'2  =  r2 + h2 - 2rh cos [ff - | - ÜLzJl] {819) 

A(r2)  = aV - 2ra0 sin L - |^ (8.20) 
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Pig. 8-2   Projection of Scattering Angles on the Plane of Electron Motion 

When the right hand side of Eq. (8.20) Is expanded, 

A(r )  = - 2ra ^ sin 4 + ^2 (a2 + ra cos |) (8.21) 
Then 

Ar « ^i = - # sin I + Ip (a2 + ra cos |) (8.22) 

To find averages.we must get  0 in terms of scattering angle „  and azlmulhal scattering 
angle 0  (Fig. 8-3). 

I 
1 
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Flg. 8-3 Definition of Scatterii« Angles 

sin tii   _ sin tf, 
sin ij    ' sin 0' 

Therefore, 

sin 0  « 0  = sin „ sln_^ 
sin 0' 

cos 0*  = cos 7/ cos 0 + sin i; sin 0 cos 0 

1 - (cos t, cos 0 + sin TJ sin 0 cos 0)2) sin 0 

sin Ö' » sin 6 

1/2 

^       ^ sin 0 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 
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And then, 

Ar  =  - A flln t L sln ^\ x    2 Sin2 6   1,2^ r a8,nM,?üiröj + l'   "2      2F(a   +rac08O 
2 

aln2 »3 

2 Ar -     -_ sin 0 aim        2    sin   *    . 2 
Ar ~ " ^      gin g      4 "    2     <a   + ra cos {) 

2r sin   0 
(8.26) 

The scattering cross section for electrons in air will be taken to be 

m = .ziiL_JLJL2      1 = A 
4in2 c4     /?4     sin4 J "   ' sin4 | 

The average change in  r per collision is given by 

*   2ir 

M = // Ar(^'»?)0(«.»?) d«^ sin,, 
o   o 

Substituting and integrating we get 

Ar|= 4A • ^       l 

sin 

«2 /"     d 2 ö— (a   + ar cos n    /     —- 
r 0 J       H 

"min   2 

Ar    = 8TA      ,2 /   2    \ 
 2— (a   + ar C08 O ^n (~-) 
sin   0 V^min/ r sin 

(8.27) 

(8.28) 

(8.29) 

(8. 30) 

!_ 
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Performing the average over orbital phase angle 4  , 

2» 
IMd4 

M orbit " /      2V 
o 

{*r\nrhtt =      ***     a2 in /-M (8.31) \   rorbit    ^^2^        ^nüny 

The change in r per unit time is then 

<Ar> = JArJ n v 

V^min/ 
<Ar> =   8}r A"v   a2 /n f^") &'™ 

r sin^ 0 

A<r2)  = 2rAr 

A/A  ^ ^(r2)       16ff Anv   2 /n / 2   \ /fl .„. 
^(r) ^-^r 2—a /nii;—j (8-33) 

dl sir\ 0 Valr/ 

If the right hand side is expressed as a function of t by' noting that h = h(t) , the 

equation can then be integrated numerically. 

^ = 'o 
t 

r2   = J ({V) dV  =  r2(t)   =  r2(h) (8.34) 

The numerical results are summarized In the curve of Fig. 8-4. 
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10 20 30 

MEAN SPREAD  (METERS) 
40 

Fig. 8-4   The Mean Spread Due to Multiple Scattering of a Narrow 
Beam of 1 Mev Electrons Striking the Top of the Atmosphere 
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8.4 RADAR REFLECTION FROM AN EXTENDED REGION OF IONIZATION 

Combining the results of the calculations in Sections 8.2 and 8.3. the region of ioni- 

lation is found to have the following dimensions.   In altitude, it will begin about 70 km 

and end at about 60 km; in longitude, it will have a width of about 100 m; in latitude, it 

will have a thickness of about 50 m.   As computed in Section 8.1. there will be about 

5 x 10    ion pairs distributed throughout this volume.   If we assume that the distribution 
is uniform, then there will be an ion pair density of 1012 electrons/m3. 

We will assume that a radar station can dirocl its beam onto this "curtain" of ionizaUon. 
and the question is whether or not there will be a detectable echo. (Fig. 8-5). 

MAGNETIC 
FIELD  LINE 

5r^ io 1 //REGION OF 
^/IONIZATION 

RADAR 
STATION 

Fig. 8-5  Relative Position of Radar Station   and the Region of 
lonization 

1 

■■ 
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The amount of reflected power Is determined by the radar transmitter's frequency and 

the plasma frequency associated with the lonlr.ed region.  If the radar frequency Is less 

than the plasma frequency there Is almost total reflection, and If It Is greater, there Is 

almost no reflection.   The imudraum frequency of the radar transmitter Is related to the 
Ion pair density In a highly reflective Ionized region by 

"r  a «N (8.35) 

where  i'r Is In cpa and N in ion pairs per m3.   In our case,   N = 1012 ion palrs/m3 

and  »'r = 10 Mc/sec.   The conclusion is that a 10 Mc/sec radar transmillor would 

easily detect the presence of the electron beam in the upper atmosphere. 

8.5 CONJUGATE-POINT MEASUREMENT 

The problem of radar reflection has more facets than is indicated by the simple calculation 

above.   These addiUonal complications do not affect the basic feasibility of the method, 
but must be examined nonetheless. 

(1) Due to the interference phenomenon, the strength of the reflected signal 

may depend sensitively on the angle at which the radar beam strikes the 

ionized region.   Normal incidence will produce the maximum reflection. 

(2) The persistence of the ionizaUon is determined by the rale of recombination. 

The lonlzatlon may last for the order of a few seconds which should be long 

enough to allow the radar to scan and lock on. 

(3) The accuracy with which the position of the ionized region can be located 

will be determined by the angular resolution of the radar transmitter and the 

distance between the transmitter and the reflector.   Because of the line-of- 

sight requirement, a particular radar station will have a maximum range of 

about 1,000 km for conjugate-point detection.   If the beamwidth of the 10 Mc/sec 

radar Is about 10°, then at the maximum range, the uncertainty In the 

conjugate-point position would be about 200 km.   This poor accuracy Is 

unacceptable.   The accuracy can be Improved by the use of aircraft-borne 
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radar so that the transmitter can be close to the region of ionlzaUon.   If 

the aircraft Is within 10 km of the position of the lonlzatlon, the uncertainty 
In the measurement would be about 2 km. 

(4)   Dyce (Ref. 27) has studied the problem of radar reflection from auroral 

displays.   He has Indicated that It would be possible to locate the position of 

the Ionized region with ground-based radar with greater accuracy by (1) 

using higher frequency radar reflecUons from those parts of the Ionized 

region having a staUsUcally higher lon-palrconcentraUon, and (2)  making 
use of pairs of transmitters and receivers as a radar Interferometer. 

(5) Because of the longitudinal drift of the electron beam, the position of the 

Ionized region will be slightly east of the magnetic conjugate to the Injection 

point.   A correction can be made to the data to take account of this fact.   In 

the case of Injection at a magnetic latitude of 45% the eastward displacement 
would be about 3 km. 

(6) For a given set of Injection positions. Table 8-1 gives the position of the 

conjugate points predicted by a dlpole field and predicted by Welch's 512-terin 

harmonic expansion of the geomagnetic field.   It is the purpose of this com- 

parison to indicate the magnitude of the uncertainty in the position of conjugate 

points as determined by two different geomagnetic models. 
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Section 9 

SATELLITE CHARGING 

9.1   INTRODUCTION 

Tho most fundamental problem which must be examined in order to demonstrate the 

feasibility of artificial injection, even in principle, is the problem of satellite charging. 

If the satellite were moving in a perfect vacuum, electrons could be ejected only when 

the potential of the satellite (due to the residual positive charge) rose to a value equal to 

the electrons' kinetic energy.   At this point, electrons could no longer leave and the 

useful life of the satellite would have ended.   In the case of pulsed Injection, the time 

for a satellite to rise to one million volts would be 1 ^sec, for d-c injection, it would be 

1/10 sec.   Researchers In the field of ionic rocket propulsion have studied this problem, 

and have found the only suitable solution for their application to be the simultaneous 

expulsion of positive and negative charge In the thrust beam.   This solution Is, however, 

impractical in our case for the following reason:   If the elections arc not to be 

decelerated, there must be not only satellite neutrality, .but, also, no charge separa- 

tion in the ejected ionized beam.   This means that the electrons and positive ions in the 

beam must have the same velocity.   If the positive ions are protons with the velocity 

of a one-Mev electron, then the proton kinetic energy is 2 Bev, which is obviously 

impractical.   The fact is, of course, the satellite is not moving in a vacuum, but in a 

rather complicated environment made up of the earth's magnetic field and a thermally 

agitated, tenuous atmosphere, partially neutral   and partially ionized.    Figures 9-1, 

9-2, and 9-3 show the orders of magnitude associated with the atmosphere in the satel- 

lite region.   The ionized component of the atmosphere is a source of free electrons 

which would tend to neutralize a charging satellite. 

The effect of the ambient plasma on a passive satellite has been studied (Ref. 28), and 

it has br; n shown that a satellite would pick up more electrons than positive ions (owing to 
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Fig.   9-2    A Normal, Daytime, Free-Electron Distribution 
During Sunspot Maximum 
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Fig. 9-3  Vertical Temperature Distribution at the Two Extremes of the 
Solar Cycle 
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tho difference between the thermal velocities of electrons and ions at the same tempera- 

ture) and would rise to a potential between 10 and 100 volts.   For a reasonable-size 

satellite ejecting a large electron current and charging positively, this thermal effect 

would not be sufficient to maintain neutrality.   However, the electric field of the charged 

satellite would draw the electrons out of the plasma at a much greater rale.   The ques- 

tion, then, is:   To what potential will a satellite rise before the current being drawn out 

of the ambient plasma is sufficient to offset the ejected current and limit the potential ? 

9.2   NEUTRALIZATION BY A THERMAL PLASMA 

It would be possible to maintain satellite neutrality by Uie electron "thermal excess". 
The size of the satellite, however, would have to be very large.   The average velocity 

of particles at temperature T  Is 

v M,/2 
(9.1) 

where k  is Boltzmann's constant, and  T  Is In degrees Kelvin.   For electrons at 
1,000° K (0.1 ev) 

v  =  200 km/sec 

A nitrogen Ion at the same temperature has a thermal velocity of 1 km/sec.   Consequently, 

the motion of the plasma ions can be neglected.   Note that a typical satellite velocity is 

about 8 km/sec; ions do not strike the satellite but are swept up by it. 

The thermal electron current incident on the surface of a spherical satellite is 

I  .    =  47ra    n   ev (9.2) 

where a is the satellite's radius and n^ is the plasma electron density.   For the two cases 

of pulsed and d-c injection, if current equilibrium is achieved, the following satellite 
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radii are required.     (Throughout the study of satellite charging, It will be assumed 

that pulsed Injection occurs at low altitudes (n0 ~10  electrons/cm3) and d-c Injec- 

tion at high altitudes   (ne~ 102 electrons/cm 3) .) 

'injected" ^h ne n 

(amps) (elect/cm3) (m) 

100 (pulsed) 106 16 

10~3(d.c.) 102 5 

The charging problem can therefore be solved In the last resort by using an Echo-type 
satellite shell. 

In the case of pulsed Injection with a pulse repetition rate of about one per second, a 

normal-size satellite charged as high as a million volts would bo neutralized completely 

by the thermal electrons In the time between pulses. 

9.3  THE EFFECT OF A PLASMA ON A CHARGED SATELLITE 

9.3.1   Description of the Model to be Studied 

Let us take a simple model in which the the following assumptions are made: 

• The satellite is a spherical conductor with a radius  a , and is ejecting a 

constant electron current Ifl. 

• The effect of the earth's magnetic field is neglected, as well as any magnetic 

effects due to the ejected current or the flow of plasma electrons. 

• Initially, the plasma is neutral and has a constant electron number density n 

• The satellite and the ambient ions are at rest, and the thermal motion of the 

plasma electrons is neglected. 

• In describing the effect of an electric field on the plasma electrons, it will be 

assumed that it is possible to assign a transient conductivity a,   to the 

medium; that is, a conductivity which is a function of time but which approaches 

asymptotically a constant value c^ characteristic of a steady-state   current flow 
in the plasma. 
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Spllxcr (Ref. 12) has described the problems involved In defining a plasma 

conductivity   and gives the steady-state values for various models. 

9.3.2  Transient Conductivity 

The equation of motion of an electron in the plasma is 

m jjj- = e E - orv (9>3) 

where the effect of collisions within the plasma has been represented by a retarding 

force proportional to the electron's velocity.   The constant a can be evaluated by 
noting that In the steady state 

(9.4) eS  =  or v 

The current density is given by 

r=enev (9.5) 

Combining Eqs. (9.4) and (9.5) we obtain 

2 
+      n   e     * + 
J   = -~~  E  =  a0E (9.C) 

Therefore. 

2 n   e 
a =^~ 

(T 
0 

(9.7) 
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If the electric field does not vary appreciably over the distance between collision centers 

or in times comparable with the collision period, then Eq. (9.3) may be inteKrated 

V    a 
n   e e 

1 - cxp 
-fe) 

(9.8) 

where It has been assumed that the Initial velocity is /.cro.   Applying Eq. (9.5) 

j -  o. 1 - exp 
/n   e   \ " 

fed' E (9.9) 

The transient conductivity is then 

(T.  =  a 1 - exp - ( 
n   e 

e 
m a 

2v  , 

(9.10) 

For the simple plasma we have assumed,   a    is given by (Ref. 12) 

a    = 
yE r ,3/2 

o      (38) Z In A mho/m (9.11) 

where  T   is the plasma temperature.   Z   is the ionic charge, and the values of  In A 

and  yE  are given in Table 9-1.   The conductivity is shown in Fig. 9-4. assuming 

the plasma is singly ionized (Z = 1) .   The remarkable feature is the constancy of the 
conductivity over the large range of altitudes. 

The values of the quantity  (n/ZmaJ  appearing in the exponent in Eq. (9.10). 
given in the table below. 

are 
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teJ. sec" 
A(m.) Injection ne(eec/cm3) 

PU>8C<1 106 io3 IO2 

d.o. io2 io"1 106 

In the pulsed injection, the pulse duration Is 4 x IO-6 sec; the exponential In 
Eq. (9.10) can therefore be replaced by 

(■ - -4 •) 
2 

(9.12) 
o 

giving 
n e 

at   B~^- t (9.13) 

This equation shows that the plasma current Is limited by the electron's Inertia 
rather than by collisions.   In the d-c   case, the value of the exponent Indicates that 
the time for the steady state to be achieved Is about 10 sec. 

/nee2\ 
The quantityf—1 Is equal to the plasma collision frequency   which leads to the 

values of the mean free path for electrons   \    appearing In the table above. 

9.3.3 The Satellite Potential 

We are now In a position to write an equation for the potential on the satellite as a 
function of time. 

V
B
=VCs (9-14) 
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The capacity of the satellite Is 

C8  " 4,reo0 (9.15) 

(There Is some arbitrariness In the permittivity assigned to a plasma, but with the 

conductivity we have used, the permittivity will have Its vacuum value   c ). 
o 

The satellite charge Is 

2    ' qs  = V - 4»a   /    Ha, t')df 
o 

From the definition of the transient conductivity 

(9-16) 

J(a, t)  =  atE(a, t) 

% 
t 4»coa2 

(9-17) 

Therefore, 

%=V - -r f VV1' (9.18) 

Differentiating both sides we have 

^8     .      't + -" qa = i, dt €o   ^s   - lß (9.19) 

The solution of this equation which satisfies the initial condition q (0) = 0 Is 

jexp    - |    cv/eo   dt'j | dt' lß exp  f ^„/^  dt" 
JO r» 

q     =  exp 

O 
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For the case of pulsed Injection   a    is given by Eq. (9.13). 

/nee2\ 
The quantity I ^-jj i Is the square of the plasma frequency   w  .   For an electron 

density of 10   electrons per cm3, w p  = 5.65 x 107 rad/sec.   Equation (9.21) 

can be integrated approximately to give 
2 

% • V («.3,oxp(-^^)+    JkfL   (,   - oxp (- 0.6** t2] (9. 22) 

In two limiting cases, q   becomes 

% ■ vO -  0.35w2t2) "P'2«'- 

q8   '      2f 0)    t 
lß UpV»i. 

(9. 23) 

From Eqs. (9.14) and (9.22), the satellite potential can be computed and Is shown 
in Fig. 9-5.     The potential Initially rises as if there Were no plasma present.   It 
is during this time that the electron's inertia is being overcome.   Then, after about 
10     seconds have elapsed, a significant number of electrons start pouring in and 
the potential flattens off and then falls.   At the end of the pulse,q   decays at a 
much greater rate 

2 

%   = qs(T>   exP    "   iMt2  -  T2) t >T (9.24) 
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. 

where T Is the pulse duration.   The pulsed accelerator described In Section i. 3 

hns an Intrinsic energy spread of about I percent of the Injection energy oV I x 10 

volts.   Tlds means that the effect of the satellite charging would be essen- 
tially negligible. 

I 

In the case of d -c   Injection, 

^p   ■ 5.65 x 105 rad/soc"1 
(n    = 10  eiectrons/cm ) 

using Eq. (9.22) to compute the transient charging of the satellite at the time of the 

initiation of Injection. It Is found that the satellite potential rises to a maximum of 

10 volts.   After about 10 seconds have elapses, a, can be replaced by n .  and the 

potential achieves Its steady-state value of a fraction of a volt. 

9.3.-1   Validity of the Model 

For the model wo have taken. It Is clear thai satellite charging is not a serious 

problem.   However, the question of the validity of the assumptions involved In maklnK 

the calculations must be examined.   It will not be possible to rigorously justify the 

model, but a number of arguments can be made which Indicate that the maximum 

satellite potential will not be vastly different from that computed. 

Geomagnetic field makes conducUvitv anlsotropi.    The presence of the earth's 

magnetic field has the effect of making the conductivity no longer Isotropie.   In the 

direction parallel to the magnetic field, the conductivity will be equal to the value 

we have used.   Perpendicular to the magnetic field, however, the conductivity will 

be many orders of magnitude smaller.   Our model can be applied to this situation 

if we allow current to flow onto the satellite only along the magnetic field lines, 

setting the conductivity in other directions equal to .ero.   In this case. Eq. (9.16) 
must be replaced by 

i 

9       r% o ^ 
cis   = y  -  47ra      J dO   cos    0  sin 0    f     dV  j(a.f). (9.25) 

o ■' 

I 
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Thou, 

(9.26) 

whoro j(a.l) remains the current density at the satellite surface with no magnetic field 

present   The solution of Eq. (9.26) is the same as Eq. (9.22) with u> 2 replaced by 

1/3 Wp .   This will Increase the maximum satellite potential by a factor of 3l/2 

Plasma density remains nearly constam.   In relating I.  v'. and E. it was assumed 

that the plasma electron density remains constant.   To make this assumption rea- 

sonable, it can bo shown that if at some time the plasma charge density p    in the 

vicinity of the satellite differs from zero, the plasma will return to neutrality in a 

lime which is short compared with the lime for any significant change of the satellite 

potential to occur.    From Maxwell's equations and the condition of charge 
conservation: 

V   '   £  =^o (9.27) 

J and  E are related by 

Solving for p  from these three equations 

V '   j    =- " |f (9.28) 

*    =    aiE (9.29) 

81 €    p (9.30) 
o 

and integrating we get 

t 
P=  Poexp-/   v/€odt- (gg,, 
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If wo take the value of a   from Eq. (9.13), Ihon 

2 

P  = P0cxP--^- t2       results (9.32) 

Tho time Interval for p  to fall to e"1   of its Initial value Is 

21/2 -8 
-1     =    —     =    2.5  x 10 ösec (9.33) 

i P 

[ 

[ 
If we look at Fig. 9-5. we see that the time for the satellite potential to fall 

to e"    of Its maximum value Is about 10"7 sec. or four times the plasma neu- 

tralization time constant.   This argument docs not hold In the time Interval In 

which the satellite Is rising to Its maximum.   However. In this Interval, the rate 

of satellite charging Is essentially that with no plasma present, and the assumption 

of a constant ne  (and a constant    E . as discussed In the next paragraph) Is not 
required. 

The effect of a varying electric field.  In order to be able to integrate the equation 

of motion of a plasma electron (Eq. (9.3)). the electric field had to be constant 

to the degree that the energy gained between collisions was nearly constant.   From 

the computed values of the mean free paths and collision frequencies, it is clear 

that this assumption is invalid.   Let us calculate the satellite charge again   without 

this restriction on the electric field, but taking n   constant and neglecting collisions 
altogether. 

dv "T 
m dT =  c E (9.34) 

2   rt 

L   -   ißt - ^a    /   j(a. t')df (9.35) 

•i   =   e n
0 

v (9. 36) 
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q_(t) 
E(a. t) - —s—2 (9.37) 

4r(   a o 

Differentiating Eq. (9.35) twice and combining the above equations we find that 

^2 2 
d   "a 0   ne 2 

dt2 ÜTT S " "Ve re8U,ta        (9'38) 

The solution of this equation Is 

P 

With the modified assumptions, then,   q    oscillates.   The Important thing, however, 

Is that the maximum value of q    leads to a maximum satellite potential of 
4 

2x10   volts for pulsed Injection, and 20 volts for d-c Injection.   These values are 
approximately equal to those computed before. 

In conclusion, the results of this analysis indicate that the maximum potential to 

which the satellite will rise is about 3 x 104 volts in the pulsed case, and about 

30 volts in the d-c case.   Therefore, satellite charging will not seriously affect the 

monoenergetic property of the electron beam for the accelerators considered In 
this study. 
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Section 10 

DIAMAGNETIC EFFECT OF THE INJECTED ELECTRONS 

10.1  INTRODUCTION 

It will be necessary to compute the magnetic field associated with the injected electron 

current to show that it is small compared with the earth's field In the region in which the 

electrons are moving.   If this were not the case, the electrons would see a modified field, 

and it would be much more difficult to correlate the results of the various experiments 

with similar phenomena occurring in the unperturbed field.   In the worst case, the earth's 

field could be reduced (the electron current produces a diamagnetic field) to the point 

where the electrons would no longer be magnetically contained. 

10.2   PULSED INJECTION 

The cyclotron period of a high-energy electron in a magnetic field Is 

Tc " T^- (loi) 

where p is the electron's momentum.   For a 1-Mev electron circulating near the 

surface of the earth, the cyclotron period Is nearly equal to the duration of the Injection 

pulse (4 x 10     sec) , and becomes much longer far from the earth.   Therefore, the 

pulse of electrons can be represented by a single current loop carrying 100 amps. 

From Smythe (Ref. 1), the components of the magnetic field of a current loop are 

given by the following equations, where the coordinate system Is defined in Fig. 10-1. 
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— P 

Flg. 10-1 Coordinate System of a Current Loop 

B    = . z       2ff 
b1 1 f o2        2        2     1 

[(a + p)2 + z21       L (a - P)Z + z2     J 

P I 
B    = -2  

p       27r 7 '- J7-J-K + °2 * / + *2 J 
{(a+P)2tz2]1/2L (a-P)2^2   EJ 

K=/ 
7r/2 

dö 

(l - k2 sin2 e) 
172 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

(10.4) 

V2 
E  =   /        d0(l-k28in2 e) 

1/2 

(10.5) 
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.2   _ 4ap 
k    ~  m2        2 CO.fi) 

(n + P)   + z 

To compute the field in the vicinity of the current filament Itself, we sot 

p = a - c 

e/a«l 

z«a, P 

z « c 

Then, 

K* in 

E w 1 

4a 

8a 

U * s) 

Keeping only the dominant terms, we find that B    becomes 
z 

Ml 

1/2 

(10.7) 

k2 «l-^U2 +  z
2) (10.8) 

172 <10-9) 

(10.10) 

n    -   o   f6    .   !   .   8al 

(2        2\ 
€   + z j        , which Is the radial distance from the center of the current 

filament (see Fig. 10-2). 
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 TA 
  0 CROSS SECTION 

OF CURRENT 
FILAMENT 

Fig. 10-2  Cross Section of a Current Loop 

The first term in Eq. (10.11) ,s simply the "straight wire" magnetic field,   and the 
second term Is the effect of the curvature of the "wire." We will neglect the first term 
because it produces a magnetic "pinch." but does not result in a diamagnetic field; the 
second term does. 

B - "o1  ,     ** ciia  "" I™ in T (10.12) 

As  iwo.   Bdia diverges.   However. the current filament must not be token as 

ItlT' ^ a8 haVing 80me "^ 8Patial diStri,X,tIOn-   We Wil1 de^ « current 
density   (r)  constant for  r<b and zero for  r>b . where b is the cross sectional 
radius of the current filament. 

(10.13) 
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B dia 
64a 

2 .   .2 
+ /      p dp/ dV .„(r   -,- P  -2rPcos^ 

r+ö 64a 

Integrating and keeping only the dominant term we get 

(10.14) 

B       - üoi m 8a ädla      4TO ^ F (10.15) 

The diamagnetlc field . then, is essentially constant In the vicinity of the 

filament.   The radius of curvature a Is related to the magnetic field by 
current 

Be (10.16) 

Therefore, 

-dla  -    o   ce f    8a 
B      ~   4 7r  cp *n F (10.17) 

in the caSe of . 1-Mey electron elroul.Ueg „oar the surfaoe of fte earth, the para- 

meters la Eq. do-17) have the following valuea at a magnetic latitude of 30'. 

I  =  100 amps 

B  = 0.34 gauss  = 3,4 x lO-5 webers/m2 

a  =  140 m 

cp  =  1.4 Mev   = 2.24 x 10~13 joules 

I 
i 
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Ami If b = l cm, then 

. dla      , „        -2 
-JJ— ■ 1.6 x 10 

Tl.o effect of the dlamagnetlc field Is. therefore, negligible. 

10-3  DC INJECTION 

la the ca«, of d-c .„JccUon. a* mgamai of „,, ,„, 8(lcUon ^ ^ ^^ 

•ho dec.™ curr.nl,. „.strltated over . large vola™ of ,pa0, ond ca„„ol ^ reprc. 

aoalcd by some simple ceaflgaratloa such as a leap er a soleeeW.  We »HI. Instead 

assume .hat the denstty ef tnjected eleclrens Is high encugh se that we can assign .' 

velume magnetlzaUen te the regten «cuplcd by Ute electrene.  Asseelat.«! with each 
electron Is a magnetic moment 

M  =   re i'  a    arnps-m' (10.18) 

where   .c  is the cyclotron frequency and a Is the cyclotron radius.   Taking the 
electron's velocity to be equal to c   . we find that 

tu 

" = ~ = -2- c       2 jr      27ra 

Be (10.19) 

Therefore, 

M  = ^ 
2B (10.20) 
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The electron number density is n   , and the magnetic moment per unit volume is e 

"^= ne 2B anip/m (10.21) 

The quantity  M   Is called the magnetization, and is the source of a (UamagneUc field 

Bdia  ="one2n <10-22) 

We niust now digress in order to compute the value of n .   In the experiment des- 

cribed in Section 6,1, it is proposed to inject electrons into a volume, the cross section 

of which is shown in Fig. 6-1. 

The shaded region in this figure is defined approximately by the two field lines which 

cross the magnetic eiiuator at (r   - a ) and  (r   + a ) , where a    is 
e      e e      e e 

ae  ~ eB(r = r   ,   ^=0)  = eB (10.23) 
6 G 

For a dipole field, the equation of a field line is given by 

2 
r  = r   cos   ip (10.24) 

6 

The volume of the "magnetic shell" is represented by 

I 1/2 2 
308    (RE/re) r(re+ae)C0S * i^08   (Vre) r 

i cos ip dip I V   = 47r    | cos ip dip I r^ dr (10.25) 

(r -a \cos   ili lee) 

where  R-   is the radius of the earth. 
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V«3.5Haere
2       ae«re (10.26) 

•nie electron number density is approximately 

I       T 

e       e      V (10.27) 

T    is I Z 0   I       ^^ ^ ^ 8atemte Whne ^ 8he" - «*** ""ed. and 
TD is the time for the electrons to drift longitudinally once around the card, which is 
approximately the length of the injection time.   From Eq   3 ,4 

r2 

T     - ~    e 
D       3    a c (10.28) e 

Going back to the expression for the dlamagnetic field [Eq. (10.22)] . and substituting 
fromEqs. (10.26). (10.27), and (10.28) 

o ß p\Bj 

Bdia  _ ^ 
B   " ^ e2B2 = {0""' '    lr/ -! " 

This ratio has its maximum value at the equator  (B  = B ) 
e'' 

T18  '  (0-2"'o,„ ? „„.30, 

For one Mev electrons and  I     = 10~3 
ß       -v.     amps 

dia       ,.      ,„-8 —g— = 5  x 10 

The dlamagnetic effect is completely negligibl 
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I Using the above formulas. U might be InteresUng If we compute an approximate value 

|   /. ofthoachlov^^Ctron density in a filled magnetie shell. 

.2 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

eB 

cp 

For a dlpole field, 

Be=(9.1 XiO15)^3    weber8/_.2 

Taking the case where r   = 2 earth radii 

e m 

ne = 7 electrons/_3 m 
5 which gives a flux of 2 x io5 electrons per cm2 

per sec 
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Section 11 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

11.1  CONCLUSIONS 

Three types of experlmenta In which electrons are Injected artificially Into the earth's 

magnetic field by satellite-borne accelerators have been considered and appear to bo 

feasible.   Each of these experiments has considerable scientific merit and military 

usefulness.   The experiments are: 

(1) Integral invariant surfaces can be covered by fast electrons which have been 

Injected by a d-c accelerator operating during the passage of the satellite 

through the surface.   The longitudinal drift of the electrons serves to close 

the shell and so can provide a measure of the longitudinal drift time.   In 

addition to this, the electron life-times, the mechanisms determining the 

life-times, and diurnal and magnetic storm effects on the shape of the surface 

can be observed.   It appears that inclined elliptical orbits with electrons 

injected near apogee are probably moat suitable for both Injection and sub- 

sequent observation of the electrons. 

(2)  The bounce time of the electrons Injected by a pulsed accelerator can be 

measured by detection of the synchroton radiation with a radio receiver 

carried in the injecting satellite.   Injection would be made at magnetic pitch 

angles of 90 deg with a pulse duration of four ^sec.   After one or more 

bounces, the electrons will be mirrored in the vicinity of the satellite and 

the time between injection and subsequent mirroring can be measured. This 

experiment will measure the average value of the magnetic field along the 

field line on which injection is made and will permit comparison of this 

average with that given by various geomagnetic field models.   The variation 

of the magnetic field produced by diurnal effects and by magnetic storms can 

i 
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bo observed as can the maximum latitude at which closed lines occur.   A 
polar orbit satellite should be used for this experiment 

(3) Geomagnetic conjugate points can be measured by injecting electrons along 

a magnetic field line and observing the points at which the electrons penetrate 

the atmosphere in opposite magnetic hemispheres.   The electrons would be 

injected from a pulsed accelerator, carried by a polar orbit satellite.   The 

establishment of conjugate points is particularly Important to militaiy appli- 
cations. 

11.2   RECOMMENDATIONS 

Since these experiments appear to be feasible and desirable. It is recommended that 

further effort be put into optlmi2ing the physic's design of the experiments and into the 

development of an engineering program plan.   The physic's design of the experiments 
should receive further attention in the following areas: 

(1) In order to opUmize the injection and subsequent detection of electrons by a 

satellite carrying a d-c accelerator, the motion of the satellite in the magneUc 

field of the earth should be considered in detail.   This consideration should 

include the inclination, eccentricity, precession, and decay of the satellite orbit 

and the rotation of the earth and its magnetic field.   The study will require 
machine calculation. 

(2) Measurements of the natural electron flux which will contribute a background 

for electron detectors should be pursued.   These measurements are currently 

in progress at a number of agencies, but some additional measurement are 

required.   In particular, the flux of electrons having energies near one mev 
should be established at different earth radii. 

(3) The technique of detecting the synchroton radiation from a vehicle-borne radio 

receiver should be explored further. It may be possible to observe the natural 

synchroton radiation from Van Allen electrons or from auroral electron fluxes 

with receivers carried in sounding rockets or satellites. 
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(4) The detection of atmospheric ionizntion In the conjugate point experiment 

.should be further investigated.   Fruitful areas for Investigation include 

looking at auroras with radar and measuring the electron flux which produces 

visible auroras.   It may be possible to do the conjugate point experiment by 

optical means rather than by radar. 

(5) An engineering program plan and cost estimate should be developed at the 

completion of the additional physic's study.   The program plan should be 

developed after careful consideration of special equipment which will be 

required both in the satellite and on the ground.   Development of special 

equipment such as accelerators, low-noise radio receivers,and vehicle 

memory systems will probably be required. 
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